
ABSTRACT

Paleoecologic and biostratigraphic analysis of Upper Neogene sediments

in Edgecombe County, North Carolina are based upon bivalves from twelve

surface exposures. Ninety-four species of bivalves have been identified.

The distributional patterns of bivalve species reveals three assemblages:

1) a Placopecten virginiana-Lucina cribraria Assemblage, 2) a Lucina

trisulcata-Pleuromeris tridentata Assemblage, and 3) a Mulinia congesta-

Anadara improcera Assemblage. The Placopecten-Lucina and Lucina-Pleuromeris

Assemblages represent low stress open marine conditions. The Mulinia-

Anadara Assemblage represents a high stress marginal marine environment.

The stratigraphic relationships among these assemblages indicate either

1) a minor marine regression or 2) the lateral shifting of local environ-

ments and subsequent response of the organisms to changing conditions.

Sediment analysis of 34 samples, in conjunction with information about

the functional morphology of bivalve species, indicates that post-mortem

transport has been minimal (i.e., species are preserved in sediment types

for which they were specifically adapted). Values of the Shannon-Weiner

species diversity index support both sedimentary and faunal evidence.

Detailed analysis of the ecophenotypic variation exhibited by Lucina

crenulata is also consistent with interpretations based on other approaches.
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INTRODUCTION

The Yorktown Formation in Edgecombe County, North Carolina consists

of moderately to abundantly fossiliferous sands and clays that crop out

along the Tar River drainage system and in several man-made excavations.

Surface exposures along the river provide a natural east-west transect

across the western portion of the Yorktown outcrop belt (Fig. 1), which

has a rich molluscan fauna that is dominated by bivalves.

Samples of the Yorktown Formation from twelve localities were examined

for their bivalve content. Volumetrically equivalent bulk samples were

washed on sieves and all bivalve material was retained. Using the latest

taxonomic references, all bivalves were identified to specific or generic

levels.

Mechanical fragmentation during sampling and processing hampered

recovery of whole valves. Only valves with an entire beak and hingement

were included in the study. The fauna was generally well preserved and

dissolution by groundwater was minor at most localities.

The study area was selected because there has been no detailed

bivalve-based paleoecological work on these Yorktown exposures. Several

of the outcrops are undescribed in the literature.
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;Legend :
1. Calvert Cliffs
2. Potomac R.
3. Rappahannock R.
4. York R.
5. Yorktown Va.
6. James R.
7. Meherrin R.
8. Chowan R.
9. Roanoke R.
10. Tar R.
11. Neuse R.

- - - unfossiliferous
Yorktown? (Stephenson &
MacNeil, 1954)

Figure 1. Yorktown outcrop belt-stippled area (outcrop extent from
Bailey, 1973, figs. 1 and 2).
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GEOLOGIC AND GEOGRAPHICAL SETTING

The area of investigation lies within Edgecombe County, North Caro-

lina, on the western portion of the emerged Coastal Plain (Fig. 2).

The area is mostly rural and is located within the warm temperate climatic

zone. The western portion of the county, with an average elevation of

30 meters above mean sea level, is well drained. The eastern portion is

swampy and poorly drained with an average elevation of 9 meters above

mean sea level.

The Fall Line lies just to the west of the study area. Crystalline

rocks, mostly granites, are exposed at or near the surface in the western

portion of the area. The crystalline rock surface slopes steeply to the

east and lies 100 meters below the surface at Tarboro (Clark ^ al., 1912).

Overlapping the granite are wedge-shaped deposits of Cretaceous and

Tertiary sediments. These sediments pinch out against the crystalline

rocks in the west and thicken to over 90 meters in the eastern portion of

the county (Mundorff, 1946).

Within the drainage system of the study area, the highest order

stream is the Tar River. It is 288 km long, rising in the Piedmont and

flowing southeast to Rocky Mount. There is a vertical drop of 8 m at

Rocky Mount as the river crosses the Fall Line. It then meanders east

across the Pleistocene Sunderland Terrace and crosses the Surry Scarp

north of Tarboro where the course changes to a south-southeast direction

(Giles, 1974). The oblong, asjnnmetrical Tar River drainage basin covers

8029 square km, with the river flowing in the southern part of the basin

(Water Resources of N. C., 1958). Major tributaries to the Tar in the

study area are: Fishing Creek, Swift Creek, and the Town Creek-Coakey
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Figure 2. Location Map of Edgecombe County, North Carolina.
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Swamp system. The outcrops sampled for this project are scarps created

by erosion along the outside of the larger meanders.

The Yorktown Formation is the youngest member of the Chesapeake

Group. The Chesapeake Group consists of lithologically and faunally

similar formations that crop out from Maryland to North Carolina. The

Yorktown Formation is correlative with the Duplin Formation in south-

eastern North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia; and with the Jackson

Bluff Formation in northern Florida (Campbell _et aJ., 1975). The strati-

graphic relationships between the Yorktown and sedimentary units northward

from Virginia has not been precisely determined. However, Dali (1894)

reported Yorktown equivalent beds at Gay Head, Massachusetts.

The Yorktown was deposited in a basin bounded by the Cape Fear

"arch" to the south and the Norfolk "arch" to the north (Murray, 1961).

He suggested that the basin was produced by gravity induced subsidence.

Gibson (1970) recognized the Yorktown depositional basin as part of a

series of basins in which the loci of deposition shifted southward from

the beginning of Chesapeake time. Harris et _aT. (1979) stated that the

Atlantic Coastal Plain is a tectonically active area and that tectonics

have controlled the basins of deposition.
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PREVIOUS WORK

The Yorktown Formation is a sequence of Neogene sediments exposed

between the Rappahannock River in Virginia and the Neuse River in North

Carolina. Stephenson and MacNeil (1954) interpreted unfossiliferous

sediments in Maryland as part of the marine Yorktown, but the accuracy

of their interpretation is questionable due to the scarcity of faunal

data. The Yorktown unconformably overlaps crystalline rocks at the Fall

Line and thickens eastward to more than 160 m in wells at Cape Hatteras

(Brown et , 1972) and at the lower end of the York-James Peninsula

(Gibson, 1970) . The regional dip is less than 3 m per km (Brown et ,

1972) .

The original description of the Yorktown Formation (Clark and Miller,

1906) was based on deposits of biofragmental and fossiliferous sands

exposed along the York River near Yorktown, Virginia. In 1912 Clark and

Miller extended use of the term Yorktown to equivalent sediments through-

out the Virginia Coastal Plain. Later in the same year they described

Yorktown sediments in North Carolina. Much of what is now considered

the Yorktown was placed in the St. Marys Formation by these workers.

Sediments later designated as Yorktown were placed in the Chesapeake

Group by Barton (1891). In ascending order from oldest to youngest, the

Chesapeake Group consists of the Calvert, Choptank, St. Marys, and

Yorktown Formations (Clark, Shattuck, and Dali, 1904). Lithic similarity

among these formations has resulted in subdivisions of the Chesapeake

Group on the basis of fauna, mainly the bivalves (Gernant, 1970). The

lithology of selected Yorktown outcrops has been described in detail by

Woodas (1965) and by Mallory (1967).
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The first biostratigraphic subdivision of the Yorktown was that of

Olsson (1917). His interpretation was later modified and expanded by

Mansfield (1943). Mansfield subdivided the Yorktown into two zones:

Zone 2: Turritella alticostata zone

Upper Part-beds at Suffolk, Va.
Middle Part-beds "a-f" at Yorktown, Va.
Lower Part-Chama bearing beds at

Williamsburg, Va.
Zone 1: Placopecten clintonius zone

Although this subdivision has been widely used (Bailey, 1973; Campbell

et al., 1975) its dependability is limited because occurrences of these

mollusks may be controlled by ecological factors. Neither zone can be

related solely to temporal control. The spatial control of the fauna

within the Yorktown is well demonstrated on the York-James Peninsula

(Johnson, 1972). Here the Yorktown is divisible into six lateral lithofacies

based upon the texture, composition, and bedding features of each unit

(Fig. 3). Johnson found that the spatial distribution of the lithofacies

controls the distribution of the faunal elements.

In Virginia, the contact between the Yorktown and the underlying

St. Marys Formation has been difficult to delineate because of lithic

similarity. Blackwelder and Ward (1976) introduced two additional for-

mations that lie stratigraphically between the St. Marys and Yorktown:

the Claremont Formation and the Cobham Formation. These units have not

been widely recognized by other workers. Blackwelder and Ward (1976)

also subdivided the Yorktown into four members: a basal transgressive

unit (the Sunken Meadow Member), a unit deposited during the maximum

Yorktown transgression (the Rushmere Member), a unit representing deposi-

tion behind a barrier system (the Mogarts Beach Member), and a regressive
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A a'

Figure 3, Schematic cross-section showing the relationship between
the lithofacies of the Yorktown Formation in the Yorktown and Poq-
uoson West Quadrangles: Norfolk Formation Qn. Windsor Formation
Qw. Yorktown Formation, Ty--weathered zone, w; silty sand facies,
sis; shelly sand facies, shs; cross-bedded coquina facies, cbc;
coquina facies, coq; sandy silt facies, ssi; and Chama facies, chm.
(Johnson, 1972).
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unit (the Moore House Member). Although only two of their localities

are south of the James River, Blackwelder and Ward draw contacts for

these four members across the entire Yorktown outcrop belt. These mem-

hers have not been recognized by other workers.

The Yorktown Formation has classically been considered to be Miocene

in age (Lyell, 1845; MacNeil, 1938; Mansfield, 1928, 1936, 1943; Richards,

1950; McLean, 1966; Johnson, 1972). Recent studies based upon a variety

of taxonomic groups suggest an early to middle Pliocene age. Hazel

(1971) subdivided the Yorktown on the basis of ostracodes, and he placed

the upper Yorktown in the early Pliocene. Aker^ (1972) study of the

planktic foraminifera suggests an early to middle Pliocene age. Akers

and Koeppel (1973) suggested a middle Pliocene age based on the cal-

careous nannofossils. An early to middle Pliocene age has been suggested

for the exposure at the Lee Creek Mine on the basis of planktic fora-

minifera (Snyder et al., 1980). Gibson (in press) states that the

uppermost Yorktown along the Chowan River is late Pliocene, sr

The bivalve fauna of the Yorktown has been studied by many workers.

Most of the earlier work was done by Say (1824), Emmons (1858), Conrad

(1840, 1862, 1863), and Dali (1890-1903). Taxonomic studies on the bivalves

include those of Gardner (1943), McGavock (1935, 1944), Tucker (1934),

Rowland (1936), and Tucker-Rowland (1938). Portions of the bivalve fauna

from the Yorktown have been included in several monographic studies.

MacNeil (1938) studied the Noetiinae; Bird (1965), the Arcacea; Gould

(1971) and Ward and Blackwelder (1976), the Pectinidae; Bretsky (1976),

the Lucinidae; and Thomas (1975, 1976a, 1976b), the Glycymerididae.

Mongin (1959) compared bivalves from the Chesapeake Group with those from
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sediments of a similar age in Europe. She found little similarity

between faunas of the European stages and those of the Chesapeake Group.

Studies on the paleo-environment of the Yorktown have been largely

based on the foraminifera (McLean, 1956; Gibson, 1967; Schnitker, 1970;

Dominey, 1979; and Mauger, 1979). However, studies on the molluscan

fauna have also contributed to knowledge about the paleo-environmental

setting of Yorktown sediments. Dali (1904) suggested a temperate marine

climate based on his study of the molluscan fauna. Mansfield (1929)

suggested that faunal changes during Yorktown and Duplin time indicate a

transition from cool temperate to warm water conditions. Bailey (1970,

1973, 1977) used bivalves to define nine molluscan assemblage zones in

Yorktown sediments from northeastern North Garolina. His work was cen-

tered in the Chowan River area, although two of his outcrops are included

in this study. He concluded that the assemblages represent an initial

transgressive sequence followed by a regressive sequence.
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METHODS OF INVESTIGATION

Sediments of the Yorktown Formation were collected from twelve

localities within Edgecombe County, North Carolina (Fig. 4). Eleven

localities occur along the Tar River and one in the Nello Teer Quarry

east of Rocky Mount and 0.25 km north of the river. The Yorktown Forma-

tion at each locality was photographed, measured, described, and sampled.

Detailed sections are presented in Figures 5-16.

Sampling and photographic techniques employed at each locality are

described below. Bulk samples of 5000 cc each were taken from every

distinct lithic and/or faunal unit. After cleaning the outcrop surface

of weathered material, a cohesive block of sediment was removed, labeled,

and bagged. Bedding plane features adjacent to each sample were carefully

photographed because sample processing destroyed primary sedimentary

features. Selected fossils, particulary those that were well preserved,

were taken from weathered material to aid in the identification of

fragmented and poorly preserved specimens recovered from the bulk samples.

Some stratigraphic intervals of the Yorktown were unfossiliferous or

covered by slumped material. The covered intervals were not sampled but

the unfossiliferous portions of the section were sampled in order to

determine the sedimentary characteristics.

A total of 33 samples, 28 of which contained fossils, were processed.

After drying, a split of 400 grams was taken from each sample; 100 grams

was taken from this split for use in sediment analysis. The remaining

300 grams were saved for future analysis of microfaunal elements.

The remainder of the original sample was washed through a U. S. Standard

Sieve No. 5 with mesh openings of 2 mm. All bivalves with an entire beak
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Figure 4. Sample localities.
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and hingement were picked and identified to specific or generic level.

The most recent taxonomic references were used for identification. The

relative abundance of each species, computed as a percentage of the total

bivalve assemblage, was determined.

Samples used for sediment analysis were boiled in "Quaternary 0"

(alkyl imidazolinium chloride) and washed through a 4.5^stainless steel

sieve (U. S. Standard Sieve No. 230) to remove the silt-clay fraction.

The coarse material was then placed in dilute HCl to remove the shell

material. The remaining sands were run through standard sieves of -4^

to 4^openings to determine the sedimentary parameters. The percentages

of gravel, sand, and silt-clay were calculated. From the results of the

size analysis, cumulative curves for each sample were plotted. The

Graphic Mean and the Inclusive Graphic Standard Deviation were than computed

to show sediment properties (Folk, 1974). This data is presented in

Appendix A.
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Legend for Figures 5-16. Where no overlying or underlying units are
shown, the contacts are covered. Location and accessibility of locali-
ties is presented in Appendix B.

Mud

Fine sand

Medium sand

Pebbles

Randomly
oriented
bivalves

Horizontally
oriented
bivalves

Articulated
bivalves

Granite
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01 Little Falls The Yorktown Formation at this locality is 1.38 m

thick. It lies nonconformably on granite of unknown age. The lower

20 cm is a grey-green, very poorly sorted, muddy gravel, with well

rounded quartz pebbles 2 to 3 cm in diameter. The pebbles are randomly

oriented. Fossils are large and frequently broken but not abraded;

some are articulated. The overlying 50 cm is a highly fossiliferous

green, poorly sorted, pebbly mud. Valves of Mulinia are extremely

abundant. They are randomly oriented and a few are articulated. The

contact with the pebble bed is gradational. The upper 68 cm has the

CO LU
QÍ —I
LU Û_

LU <
r CO

1
0.51 01-2

0 01-1

l-A'^ l-V l/N C-

WEIGHT % SAND WEIGHT % GRAVEL 8 MUD

0 50 100 0 50 100

FINE

MEDIUM

COARSE

GRAVEL

MUD ---

same lithology and fauna as the Mulinia bed except that this zone is

leached to a buff colored mold and cast sediment. It varies from poorly

to well indurated. The upper Yorktown contact is covered.

Figure 5. Lithologic section for locality 01.
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02 Hollamans The Yorktown Formation at this locality is 2.15 m thick.

The lower contact lies below low river level. The lower 105 cm is a

blue-grey, moderately sorted, slightly granular, very muddy fine sand.

It contains scattered fossils, largely pectenids, Ostrea, and Mulinia.

Badly leached vertebrate material is common. The bones are confined

to a single horizon 60 cm from the top of the outcrop. The upper 110 cm

is a blue-grey, moderately sorted, slightly granular, fine sandy mud

UJ CL
t- x
UJ <

WEIGHT % SAND WEIGHT%GRAVEL & MUD

0_ 50 !00

FINE

MEDIUM -

COARSE

GRAVEL*

MUD

with abundant valves of Mulinia. Mulinia occurs as randomly oriented

single and articulated valves. The upper Yorktown contact is covered.

Figure 6. Lithologic section for locality 02.
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NTOl Nello Teer Quarry The Yorktown Formation is 1.02 m thick. It

lies nonconformably on granite of unknown age. The lower 50 to 70 cm

is a blue-grey, very poorly sorted, pebbly muddy fine sand that is very

fossiliferous. Quartz pebbles are abundant in the lower 10 cm. Valves

of Ostrea and Mercenaria, and large pieces of coral are very common.

The fossils, especially Ostrea, are flat-lying with the concave side

downward and lie parallel to bedding. The upper 25 to 30 cm is a brown,

poorly sorted, slightly pebbly, fine sandy mud. Calcareous fossils are

absent but phosphatic brachiopods, teeth, and bones are very common.

C/)
a:

LU

Q_

<
CO

WEIGHT%SAND WEIGHT % GRAVELaMUD

FINE gravel

MEDIUM MUD

COARSE

The upper contact has a thin ferrugenous hardpan that is overlain by

cross bedded sands and gravels. Laterally there is a general downward

slope to the north and the brachiopod bed becomes thicker.

Figure 7. Lithologic section for locality NTOl.
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03 N. C. 97 Bridge The Yorktown Formation is 1,^43 m thick. Both

the upper and lower contacts are covered. The lower 113 cm is a blue-

grey, moderately sorted, slightly granular muddy fine sand. Scattered

fossils are present; however, most of the fauna occurs in lenses contain-

ing whole and fragmented fossils. The upper 30 cm is a grey, moderately

sorted, slightly granular muddy fine sand with abundant valves of Mu1inia

and Anadara. The valves are randomly oriented and articulated specimens

are present.

CO LÜ
û: -I
ÜJ Û-
I- r
LO <
x CO

ns®

05-2[ A 'it ■> .5 j

WEIGHT % sand WEIGHT%GRAVEL a MU D
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GRAVEL

MUD

Figure 8. Lithologic section for locality 03.
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04 2 km below N. G. 97 Bridge The Yorktown Formation is 1.2 m thick.

Throughout the outcrop it consists of a blue-grey, well sorted, slightly

pebbly, muddy fine sand. The lower 50 cm is a densely packed Mulinia

bed. Many valves have surfical iron stains. The upper 70 cm is a less

dense but still fossiliferous zone in which Mulinia is dominant.

Phosphate grains are scattered (<10%) throughout the section. The upper

and lower Yorktown contacts are covered.

CO UJ
QC _)
LjJ Q-

WEIGHT%SAND WEIGHT % GRAVEL SM UD

FINE

MEDIUM

COARSE

GRAVEL

MUD -

Figure 9. Lithologic section for locality 04.
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Figure 10 Lithologic section for locality 05
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05 Bucks Swamp The Yorktown Formation is 7.3 m thick. The lower

contact is covered. The lower 185 cm consists of slightly indurated

blue to buff, moderately sorted, slightly granular, muddy fine sand.

The fauna consists of abundant specimens of Ostrea, pectinids, and

Mulinia. The pectinids and other larger bivalves are flat lying with

the convex side upward. Irregular masses of the gastropod Turritella

are present. The upper contact of this lower unit is undulating and

is marked by a 4 cm thick shell-hash interval, which grades into the

overlying clay. The next 3.45 m of Yorktown consist of blue-grey to

bluish black-grey, moderately well sorted mud interbedded with blue-

grey, moderately well sorted, muddy fine sand to fine sandy mud, con-

taining abundant specimens of Mulinia. The mud beds are 30 to 100 cm

thick and the Mulinia beds are 10 to 40 cm thick. The lowermost mud

bed contains lenses (30 cm in length, 10 cm thick) of buff, well sorted,

muddy fine sand with shell hash. The mud beds contain no fossils except

in the lower few centimeters where randomly oriented articulated specimens

of Mulinia are present. The interior of the Mulinia valves are devoid

of sediment filling. The uppermost 2 m of the section is a blue-grey,

unfossiliferous sand. The upper contact is covered.

Figure 10 (continued).
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06 This small outcrop of Yorktown Formation is 0.5 m thick. The

Yorktown overlies the Cretaceous Black Creek Formation, a black,

carbonaceous, sandy clay with a shaly parting. The Yorktown consists

of dark blue, moderately well sorted, slightly granular, fine quartz

sand. The fauna is poorly preserved and very similar to that of TR07

which lies0.3 km downstream from this outcrop.
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Figure 11. Lithologic section for locality 06.
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07 Shiloh Landína This outcrop consists of 1.35 m of the Yorktown

Formation. The upper and lower contacts are covered. The section

consists of blue, moderately well sorted, slightly quartz pebbly,

muddy, fine quartz sand. The fauna is well preserved and abundant.

Articulated specimens are not uncommon. This outcrop is traceable

laterally for 0.25 km down stream.
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Figure 12. Lithologic section for locality 07.
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08 0.1 km below old Bell's Bridge The sampled interval at this lo-

cality is 1.4 m thick. The lower 0.5 m consists of a light grey, moder-

ately well sorted, slightly granular, muddy fine sand. It contains

scattered sand size phosphate grains, which give this unit a salt and

pepper appearance. The fauna consists mostly of small bivalves. The

overlying 0.9 m consists of a dark greenish-grey, moderately well sorted,

slightly granular, muddy fine sand. This unit contains larger bivalves,

many of which are in life position. Above the sampled interval is 6.5 m

FINE GRAVEL

MEDIUM MUD--

COARSE

of slumped material. Because the writer had visited this locality prior

to the slumping, the covered interval is known to be similar to that

exposed at TR09.

Figure 13. Lithologic section for locality 08.
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Figure 14. Lithologic section for locality 09
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09 Brandon Avenue The Yorktown Formation at this locality is 7.12 m

thick. The lower contact is covered. The lower 0.6 m consists of a

light grey, moderately sorted, slight granular, muddy fine quartz sand

with abundant, well preserved small bivalves. Overlying this unit is

1.6 m of dark green, moderately sorted, slightly granular, muddy, fine

quartz sand. The fauna consists of whole shells, many of which are articu-

lated and preserved in life position. The next 2.7 m is covered by a

block of slumped sediment. Above the covered section is 0.6 m of buff

colored, poorly consolidated, moderately sorted, slightly pebbly, muddy

fine quartz sand. The clay content is evenly distributed and dark

minerals are abundant. The fauna is very poorly preserved. Although

many specimens appear to be articulated and preserved in place, they

crumble upon handling. There is no imbrication or preferred orientation.

Overlying this is a 0.7 m section of buff colored, poorly consolidated,

moderately sorted, pebbly, muddy, fine to medium quartz sand. The clay

is most abundant under larger bivalves oriented with the convex side

upward. Dark minerals are abundant. Fossil specimens are imbricated

and most bivalves, especially the pectinids, lie convex side upward.

Overlying this unit is 0.9 m of buff colored, moderately consolidated,

moderately sorted, granular, muddy, medium quartz sand. The fauna is

generally broken and fragmented, and whole specimens are of small and

robust species. The upper contact is an undulating surface.

Figure 14 (continued).
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10 Shiloh Mill This poorly exposed outcrop consists of 3.5 m of

Yorktown Formation overlying 0.5 m of Cretaceous Black Creek Formation.

The lower 0.5 m of Yorktown consists of a black, unconsolidated, poorly

sorted, pebbly, muddy, fine quartz sand. The fauna consists exclusively

of valves of Ostrea. The oyster valves and pebbles are randomly oriented.

Overlying is a 0.7 m section of grey, moderately well sorted, slightly
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pebbly, muddy, fine quartz sand. The fauna is sparse and poorly preserved.

The middle 1.3 m is covered. The upper 1 m consists of buff colored,

unconsolidated, poorly sorted, slightly pebbly, muddy, medium sand. Dark

minerals are abundant. Fossils are imbricated oriented with the convex

side upward. The upper contact is covered.

Figure 15. Lithologic section for locality 10.
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11 Old Sparta This 1 m section of Yorktown Formation lies unconform-

ably on the Cretaceous, Black Creek Formation. It consists of blue-grey,

unconsolidated, moderately sorted, slightly pebbly, muddy, medium quartz

sand. The fauna is abundant and well preserved. Many valves lie convex

side upward. The upper contact is covered.
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Figure 16. Lithologic section for locality 11.
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STRATIGRAPHY

Detailed Lithologic sections for each of the twelve outcrops studied

are presented in Figures 5 - 16. Eleven of the outcrops are located along

the Tar River, seven on the south bank and four on the north bank. All of

the outcrops are exposed only during periods of low discharge.

At five outcrops the basal contact of the Yorktown is exposed. At

the remaining seven outcrops the basal contact lies below river level. At

Little Falls (loc. 01) and in the Nello Teer Quary (loc. NTOl), the York-

town lies nonconformably over granites of an unknown age. At Little Falls

the nonconformity is marked by a 20 cm layer of rounded, randomly oriented,

quartz pebbles in a matrix of grey-green, greasy, clay. The contact follows

the smooth, rounded surface of the granite. At Nello Teer Quarry the pebble

zone is not as well defined and the Yorktown fills holes and depressions

in the granite surface. A large block of granite was seen in the lower-

most Yorktown.

At localities 06, 10, and 11 the Yorktown unconformably overlies

sediments of the Cretaceous Black Creek Formation. At locality 10 the

basal contact is marked by a 0.5 m zone of mixed pebbles, wood fragments,

bones, teeth, pyrite nodules, and valves of Ostrea sculpturata, all of

which are randomly oriented. The contact appears to be straight with no

surface irregularities. At localities 06 and 11 the contact is marked by

a few scattered quartz pebbles and bone fragments. These two outcrops

are small and lateral relationships are obscure.

The upper contact of the Yorktown with overlying units is exposed

at localities NTOl and 09. At NTOl the Yorktown is truncated by a 2-5cm

reddish hardpan surface overlain by cross bedded sands and gravels of
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probable fluvial origin. The contact is straight with no surface irregu-

larities. At 09 the Yorktown is unconformably overlain by sands and

clays of Pleistocene(?) age. The overlying sands fill depressions in the

Yorktown surface. The contact is laterally continuous for several meters

and no slope is evident. At the other ten outcrops slumps and vegetation

cover the upper portion of Yorktown and the overlying units.

The sediment characteristics are presented in Figure 17. Nonshell

gravel is minor at most localities. It is present in significant amounts

(more than 5% by weight) in samples immediately above the contact with

underlying formations (01-1, 01-2, NTOl, and 10-3). Samples 09-2 and 10-3

also contain significant amounts of nonshell gravel. The mode of the sand

fraction throughout the area is in the fine-sand range. Samples 05-1,

05-7, 05-8, 09-3, 09-2, 09-1, 10-1, 10-3, 11-1, and 11-2 contain signifi-

cant amounts (over 20% by weight) of medium sand. Mud is significant

(over 20% by weight) in samples from the western half of the study area.

Figure 17 also shows the relationship between the outcrops, plotted west

to east, and the weight percent of sand and mud. The percentage of soluble

material is related to the preservation of the fauna and was found to be

of little significance as a sedimentary feature.

Regional stratigraphic interpretations are presented in Figure 18.

Physical correlation was difficult because of a lack of lateral continuity

in most outcrops, extensive vegetative cover, and large distances between

outcrops. However, this area has an anomalously high number of outcrops

for the Coastal Plain. The correlation is based on stratigraphic position,

lithologic characteristics, fabric, and lateral continuity of units where

possible.
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The region is divisible into two areas, each characterized by a

distinct sequence of sediments. In the western portion of the area the

Yorktown typically consists of fine sands with a silt-clay content higher

than 20% by weight. The interbedded nature of the clays and sands at

locality 05 is typical of the western portion of the area.

In the eastern portion of the area the Yorktown is typically fine

to medium sands with a silt-clay content less than 207» by weight. Typically

the sediments are blue-grey to olive-grey in color, containing an abundant,

well preserved, diverse fauna. The units are massively bedded with few

or no sedimentary features present. Any fabric seen in outcrop is a

result of oriented faunal elements. The most reliable unit for córrela-

tion lies at the base of locality 05 and the top of localities 09, 10,

and 11. This unit is characterized by poorly indurated fine to medium

sands, a low silt-clay content, and contains flat lying bivalves with con-

vex side upward and lenses and pods of the gastropod Turritella.

Biostratigraphic techniques proved to be the most useful technique

for correlation. The Mulinia beds found in sections 01, 02, 03, 04, and

05 appear to be correlative. However, there is some question as to the

relationships among the three Mulinia beds in 05 and the beds in the other

four outcrops. The presence of Astarte roanokensis plus other faunal

elements unique to localities 06 and 07 allowed correlation between these

two outcrops. Localities 06 and 07 could not be readily correlated with

any of the other outcrops. The anomalously high percentage of Cooperella

carpenteri along with lithic evidence is the basis for correlating samples

08-1 and 09-5. Faunal similarities, lithic evidence, and stratigraphic

position suggests that samples 08-2 and 09-4 are correlative. Four samples
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(01-1, NTOl-1, 10-1, and 10-2) are faunally unusual and cannot be

directly related to other samples.
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PALEOECOLOGY

Action Pair Analysis

The relationship between an organism and the environment can occur

as one of three types of reciprocation pairs. In paleoecology the one

most commonly used is action pair analysis which reflects the effect of

the environment upon the organism (Lawrence, 1971). The other two re-

ciprocation pairs (coaction, which reflects the effect of the organism

on the environment, and reaction, reflecting the way organisms effect

each other) have limited use in the interpretation of fossil assemblages.

Action pair analysis is based on three assumptions: 1) the distribution

of organisms is controlled by a finite number of external parameters;

2) an ordering or hierarchy of the controlling factors exists; 3) ancient

organisms had biological responses and ecological tolerances similar to

those of closely related modern organisms (Lawrence, 1971). The third

assumption is particularly relevant to bivalves because similar biologi-

cal habits are often reflected by morphologic similarity. If the shell

shape of an extant species is related to a particular mode of life, it is

likely that a fossil bivalve with a similar morphology was functionally

similar.

In order to utilize action pair analysis a fossil assemblage of

bivalves must contain a percentage of extant species or species that are

morphologically similar to extant forms. The distribution of the modern

organisms is then used to interpret the distribution of fossil species.

Action pair analysis is utilized in this study because 20% of the species

encountered are extant. Only four genera that do not occur in the western

Atlantic today were encountered. Three of these genera are extinct and
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one lives in the eastern Atlantic. Most of the extinct species encountered

have morphologically similar extant counterparts in the western Atlantic.

In order to interpret the distribution of the fossil assemblages,

the écologie literature of modern bivalves was investigated. The litera-

ture concerning the distribution of modern bivalves is biased toward

communities found in protected marginal marine environments and nearshore

environments. This is a function of the difficulties encountered by

researchers working in open shelf environments. The data gathered from

the literature on the ecology of bivalves that were identified during

this study are presented in the Annotated Faunal List.

Patchy distribution and a poor understanding of ecological factors

that limit the distribution of individual species make paleoenvironmental

reconstructions difficult. Distance from shore, depth, and substrate

type seem to have great influence on the distribution of infaunal sus-

pension feeders. Substrate type limits the distribution of infaunal

detritus feeders, be they selective or non-selective types. Epifaunal

bivalves seem to be limited primarily by salinity and temperature gradi-

ents. Of course, there are exceptions to all of these generalities. The

effect of patchy distribution on assemblage recognition has been discussed

by Stanton and Evans (1972). Patchy distribution of epifaunal bivalves

can be obvious (e.g., oyster reefs); however, infaunal bivalve species

can occur in great numbers in a restricted area almost to the exclusion

of other species (Porter, 1974).

Taphonomy

A major problem encountered in working with fossil assemblages is

post-morten transport. The importance of analyzing taphonomy before any
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paleoecological interpretations are made has been discussed by several

workers (Lawrence, 1968, 1971; Speden, 1966; Herm and Germany, 1972).

Various aspects of a bivalve assemblage can be used to evaluate the amount

of post-mortem transport. These include the number of forms found in

life position in outcrop, the percentage of disarticulated specimens,

the ratio of right valves to left, and the general appearance of the

valves (e.g., borings, encrusting organisms, and fragmentation). In

this study bivalves in life position were found at localities 07, 08,

and in the lower portion of 09. The forms most commonly found in life

position are the deep burrowers Panopea and Margaritaria and the lucinid

Miltha. All samples contain some articulated forms, the most common

articulated form being Mulinia (15% of the Mu1inia in sample 05-5 are

articulated). The mud beds at locality 05 are dominated by articulated

forms. Samples 07-1, 07-2, and 07-3 contain articulated forms of many

different genera and species. Right valve to left valve ratios vary be-

tween 1.4 and 0.7. Thus, no sample is dominated by one or the other.

Very few samples contain valves that are bored or encrusted. Samples

01-1, NTOl-1, 11-1, and 11-2 do contain some valves, especially large

pectinid valves, that are bored. In 11-1 and 11-2, large coral encrusta-

tions (Astrangia) are very common on larger valves. Barnacles (Balanus

concavus Bronn) are common on large pectinids, other large bivalves, and

on the tubes of Kuphus calamus in samples 07-1, 07-2, 07-3, and 08-2. The

borings of the sponge Cliona are common on valves of Ostrea and Chesapecten

in samples 01-1, 01-2, 02-2, NTOl-1, 06-2, 08-2, 09-2, 11-1, and 11-2.

Faunal Assemblages

Ninety-four species of bivalves have been identified from the Yorktown

Formation in Edgecombe County. Twenty-five species are abundant (relative
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abundance > 5%) in at least one sample. One species (Lucina crenulata)

occurs in every sample; three others, Mulinia congesta. Ostrea sculpturata.

and Corbula inaequalis occur in 70% or more of the samples. Mulinia

congesta is numerically the most abundant bivalve. Conversely^many species
are represented by one or two valves in only a few samples. Larger sped-

mens are less likely to be recovered in large numbers in volumetrically

equivalent samples.

Distributional analysis of the ninety-four species reveals the

following informal bivalve assemblages for the Yorktown Formation. Each

is named for species that are restricted to the assemblage and that are

conspicuous in outcrop.

1) Placopecten virginiana-Lucina cribraria Assemblage

This assemblage is restricted to samples 06-2, 07-1,

07-2, 07-3, 08-1, 08-2, 09-5, and 09-4. A number of

species are restricted to this assemblage: Striarca

centenaria, Noetia incile, Placopecten virginiana,

Lucina cribraria. Divaricella quadrisulcata. Chama

congregaba, Mysella cf. M. bladenensis, Astarte

roanokensis, Glossus fraternus, Mercenaria tridacnoides,

Lithophaga sp., Paramya subovata. Corbula cuneaba,

Hiatella árctica, Panopea goldfussi, Kuphus calamus,

Margaritaria abrupta, and Unknown No. 1. Two other

species ((?)Placopecten decemnarius and Cooperella

carpenteri) are found only as worn specimens in one sample

other than those cited above. Other species common in,

but not restricted to, this assemblage are Lucina crenulata,

Tellina declivis, T. dupliniana. Semele subovata. Abra

I
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subreflexa. Corbula conradi, Pandora crassidens, Ensis sp»,

and Miltha contracta.

2) Lucina trisulcata-Pleuromeris tridentata Assemblage

This assemblage occurs in samples 05-1, 09-3, 09-2, 09-1,

10-3, 11-1, and 11-2. Species restricted to this assemblage

are Lucina trisulcata, L. multistriata, Diplodonta cf. D_j_

leana, Erycina carolinensis, Bornia triangulaba, PIeuromeris

tridentata, Astarte symmetrica. Mercenaria campechiensis,

and Pleiorytis centenaria. Other common species include

Glycymeris subovata, G. americana, Chesapecten madisonius,

C. jeffersonius, Plicatula marginaba, Lucina anodonta,

Cyclocardita granulaba, Astarte concéntrica, A. undulata,

Crassinella lunulata, Macrocallista reposta, Dosinia

acetabula, Eucrassatella undulata, and Gemma magna.

3) Mulinia congesta-Anadara improcera Assemblage

This assemblage is restricted to samples 01-2, 02-1, 02-2,

03-1, 03-2, 04-1, 04-2, 05-5, and 05-7. Although Mulinia

is found in other samples, it obviously dominates the fauna

in samples from this assemblage. Only two species other than

Anadara improcera are restricted to this assemblage, Rupellaria

pectrosa and Noetia cf. ^ trigintinaria. Other common

species include Nuculana acuta, Yoldia laevis, Anadara plicatura,

and Corbula inaequalis.

The bivalve fauna of four samples (01-1, NTOl-1, 10-1, and 10-2) does

not belong to any of the three assemblages. Samples 01-1 and NTOl-1 con-

tain mixed faunal elements from all three assemblages. Sample 10-1 is
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faunally unique, it contains 96% Ostrea sculpturata. Sample 10-2 is

poorly preserved but appears to be associated with the Placopecten-

Lucina assemblage.

Paleoecological Interpretations

Paleoecological interpretations are based on the ecological data

presented in the Annotated Fauna List. Ecological data for extant

species can be directly applied, but life habits of extinct species are

inferred from information on the ecology of the closest related extant

species and from observations of shell morphology.

1) Placopecten virginiana-Lucina cribraria Assemblage

This assemblage contains the highest percentage of articulated forms

and forms in life position, and exhibits the least amount of shell abra-

sion of the three assemblages. Geographically, it is restricted to a

small area north-northwest of Tarboro (Fig. 19). Stratigraphically, it

is restricted to the lowermost samples (Fig. 22). The bivalve assemblage

contains abundant deep, vertical burrowers which prefer fine sand substrates

(Paramya, Panopea, Ensis, Hiatella, Thracia, and Unknown No. 1). McAlester

and Rhoads (1967) have shown that deep vertical burrowers are most common

only in intertidal and very shallow subtidal areas where stress conditions

at the sediment-water interface are severe. This assemblage also contains

abundant shallow burrowing bivalves that are selective deposit feeders

(Tellina, Abra, Semele). Modern species of these genera occur in muddy

marginal marine environments and in subtidal open ocean environments.

Tellina dupliniana. T. declivis, and Abra subreflexa are more elongate

than most closely related extant species and Semele subovata has prominent

concentric ornamentation. Such features suggest that these fossil species
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Figure 19. Known distribution of Placopecten virginiana-Lucina cribraria
Assemblage.
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were adapted to a slightly higher energy environment with a sandy

substrate.

Lucinids are common in the Placopecten-Lucina Assemblage. The species

Lucina crenulata, L. cribraria, and Miltha contracta are interpreted as

open marine species occuring in finé sand substrates. Divaricella

quadrisulcata, another lucinid, is known to inhabit clean fine sand

substrates in subtidal open marine environments.

One of the most common bivalves in samples 08-1 and 09-5 is Cooperella

carpenteri. Morphologic features of this species suggest that it was a

deep burrower that lived in quiet open marine environments. Perhaps the

most conspicuous bivalve in this assemblage is Glossus fraternus. The

large thick shell suggests adaptation to shallow water environments where

the added weight would increase stability, as opposed to the deep water

habitat of the small, thin shelled extant species humanus.

The preceding data indicate that the Placopecten-Lucina assemblage

was deposited in a shallow subtidal open marine environment with a fine

sand substrate and generally low energy conditions. During deposition

of this assemblage the Yorktown shoreline lay to the west of the Tarboro

area. Normal marine salinity prevailed. Abundant epifaunal species,

such as Ostrea, Chama, Chesapecten and the byssally attached Placopecten,

indicate that hard, stable bottom areas were available. The area where

this assemblage is found is surrounded by outcrops in which the Yorktown

is absent and the Black Creek Formation is exposed. Perhaps ledges of

Black Creek sediments provided the firm surfaces required by these epifaunal

bivalves.

Several bivalves found in the Placopecten-Lucina Assemblage are common
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today in cool-temperate to boreal waters (Thracia, Glossus, Pandora,

Cyclocardita, Astarte, and Placopecten). This suggests that the Yorktown

sea was cooler than that present south of Cape Hatteras today. The

effect of temperature on limiting benthic organisms is discussed by

Vernberg and Vernberg (1970).

2) Lucina trisulcata-Pleuromeris tridentata Assemblage

This assemblage contains the fewest articulated forms and shows the

greatest amount of shell abrasion of the three assemblages. Geographical-

ly, it occurs from Bucks Swamp, 15.5 km east of Rocky Mount, to Old Sparta

(Fig. 20). Stratigraphically, the Lucina-Pleuromeris Assemblage occurs

above the Placopecten-Lucina Assemblage and below the Mulinia-Anadara

Assemblage (Fig. 22). The assemblage is dominated by near-surface,

horizontal borrowers that are short or non-siphonate suspension feeders.

The pointed or produced posterior margin of such forms places the siphons

close to the sediment-water interface. Species of this type commonly

occurring in this assemblage are Glycymeris subovata, Cyclocardita

granulata, Astarte undulata, A. concéntrica, Pleuromeris tridentata,

Crassinella lunulata, and Eucrassatella undulata. In modern seas near-

surface, horizontal borrowers are commonly found in deep subtidal environ-

ments (McAlester and Rhoads, 1967). Short or non-siphonate shallow

borrowers are most common in substrates with a mean grain size coarser

than 2.5^(Menzies ¿t ^., 1966; Driscoll and Brandon, 1973; Franz, 1976).

Most short or non-siphonate suspension feeders are active borrowers that

live in shifting substrates where rapid burial is important. Also common

in this assemblage are the epifaunal species Ostrea sculpturata, Argopecten

eboreus, Chesapecten jeffersonius, and Plicatula marginaba. P. marginaba
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Figure 20. Known distribution of Lucina trisulcata-Pleuromeris tridentata Assemblage.
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requires abundant rocks or shell debris on which to attach.

The Lucina-Pleuromeris Assemblage was deposited in a subtidal, open

marine environment at depths greater than those of the preceding assem-

blage. Normal marine salinities prevailed. The substrate consisted of

mobile medium sand with abundant shell debris. During deposition of this

assemblage the Yorktown shoreline lay west of the study area. This as-

semblage represents the maximum Yorktown transgression in this area. It

indicates a moderately high energy environment with currents sufficient to

produce the imbrication of the larger bivalves and concentrate lenses of

the gastropod Turritella. Samples 11-1 and 11-2 contain an abundant,

diverse, and well preserved gastropod and scaphopod fauna. The presence

of these forms supports the ecological interpretations based upon the

bivalves.

The abundance of Mulinia congesta in sample 10-3 is unique in this

assemblage. The valves are extensively bored and worn. This suggests

that thfese valves were transported into the area from another environment.

The presence of Cyclocardita granulata, Crassinella lunulata, and

abundant Astarte suggests a water mass cooler than that off North Carolina

today. The absence of cold water species such as Thracia suggests a

warming trend from the time of the Placopecten-Lucina Assemblage to the

time of the Lucina-Pleuromeris Assemblage.

3) Mulinia congesta-Anadara improcera Assemblage

This assemblage is dominated by Mulinia congesta, Lucina crenulata,

and Anadara improcera. Geographically, this assemblage is found west of

Bucks Swamp and east of Rocky Mount (Fig. 21). Stratigraphically, the

the Mulinia-Anadara Assemblage is restricted to the uppermost samples
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Figure 21. Known distribution of Mulinia congesta-Anadara improcera Assemblage,
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(Fig. 22). It can be easily recognized in outcrop due to the abundance

of the valves of Mulinia.

Stanley (1970) concluded that Mulinia prefers soupy silt-clay sub-

strates in restricted bays, lagoons, and estuaries. It is not found in

clean, shifting sands. However, species of Anadara are known to prefer

shifting sandy substrates in protected environments. Other common species

in this assemblage include Corbula inaequalis and Yoldia laevis, both of

which prefer muddy substrates and quiet, sheltered subtidal settings.

I conclude that this assemblage was deposited in a restricted mar-

ginal marine environment where salinities were below normal marine levels.

The substrate was a fine sandy silt-clay. At the time of deposition, the

Yorktown shoreline was to the east of Bucks Swamp. Energy conditions were

variable. At times they were high, as indicated by the large concentra-

tion of mixed fossil forms (e.g., Mulinia and Anadara). These periods of

high energy produced the beds of concentrated shell material typical of

this assemblage.

Work done on the extant species Mulinia lateralis by Calabrese (1970)

and Calabrese and Davis (1966) shows that silting lowers the pH of the

water and kills populations of Mulinia by inhibiting the development of

eggs and embryos. At locality 05 (Bucks Swamp) articulated specimens of

M. congesta that contain no sediment filling occur only in the lowermost

4 cm of several clay units. This may represent episodes of mass mortality

of Mulinia populations due to silting. The sands and silts that form the

interbeds between the clays were probably deposited during variations in

runoff from a fluvial system to the west of the area, an ancestral Tar

River system. This would be similar to the Pamlico or Neuse Rivers that
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empty into the Pamlico Sound today. While seasonal increases in water

temperature accompanied by low energy wind conditions decrease oxygen

levels and result in mass kills of Mulinia in modern estuaries of North

Carolina (Riggs, pers. comm.), this does not appear to be the mechanism

operative in Yorktown samples. The fact that Mulinia beds occur only at

the bases of clay lenses suggests that sediment influx played a pivotal

role in these mass kills. Also, the fact that these beds occur at stra-

tigraphic intervals of 30 - 40 cm would require tremendous rates of

sedimentation if they were interpreted as the product of successive

seasonal events.

The genus Yoldia prefers arctic to boreal water (Abbott, 1954). This

would suggest that this assemblage, like the previous two, was deposited

in a water mass cooler than that found off the coast of North Carolina

today south of Cape Hatteras.
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Statistical Analysis - Diversity

The simplest measure of diversity is the number of species (MacArthur,

1965). While the number of species can be related to various ecological

parameters, it ignores the relative abundance of each species, sample size,

and the occurrence of rare species.

The Shannon-Wiener information function is the most widely used

diversity function (Gibson and Buzas, 1973). It is independent of sample

size and the occurrence of rare species (Sanders, 1968) and makes working

with samples of varying sizes easier. The function is:

S

H(S) = - ZIpilnpi
i=l

where p¿ is that portion (relative percent) of the assemblage repre-

sented by species i, S is the number of species, and H(S) is the index

of information needed to statistically characterize an assemblage. Popu-

lations with few species have a low index and indicate more stressed

conditions. Populations with many species of roughly equal abundance

have a high index and indicate stable conditions.

Studies of the changes in the diversity index from environment to

environmnet have been based largely on the foraminifera (Walton, 1964;

Buzas and Gibson, 1969). Very little, if any, work of this type has

been done with the bivalves. Many workers have recognized a change in

the number of species from one environment to another but have not reported

it statistically (Sanders, 1958; Tennor, 1970; and Franz, 1976).

H(S) was computed for each of 27 of the 28 fossiliferous samples

analyzed for this study. This data is presented in Figure 23. Sample

09-3 was very poorly preserved and yielded too few identifiable fossils
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to permit statistical analysis.

Samples from the Mulinla-Anadara assemblage have relatively low

index values that suggest a stressed, marginal marine environment.

Samples from the other two assemblages have relatively higher index

values that suggest a stable, more open marine environment. The lowest

value occurs in sample 10-1 where Ostrea sculpturata dominates a very

sparse fauna.
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Ecotypic Variation

Variations in morphology within a single species can develop in

response to different environmental conditions rather than to genetic

changes. These variants are described as ecophenotypic. Ecophenotypic

variation occurs in many animal and plant groups. Ager (1963) gives

examples of variation in the Bivalvia that are related to environmental

gradients.

During examination of the 28 fossiliferous samples, a change in size

of Lucina crenulata was noted. In order to evaluate this variation, sub-

samples of ^ crenulata from each sample were taken with a standard sample

splitter. In seven samples, 01-1, 06-2, 09-4, 09-2, 09-1, 10-1, and 10-2,

all available specimens were used. Shell dimensions were measured and

recorded in millimeters (Table 1). The dimensions measured were shell

length (L), the maximum shell dimension parallel to the antero-posterior

axis, and shell height (H), the maximum dimension perpendicular to shell

length. Since crenulata is round (L/H is close to 1.0), one dimension,

shell length, is used in the graphic representations of data. Figure 24

is a graph of mean shell length plotted for each sample.

The Lucinacea most commonly inhabit regions marginal in the sense

that relatively few species are adapted to living there (Bretsky, 1976).

The areas in which lucinoids are dominant are characterized by a high

degree of ecological stress, such as variations in temperature, salinity,

and water circulation (Allen, 1958; Stanley, 1970; Bretsky, 1976).

Jackson (1973) found that larger bivalves are more tolerant to physiological

stress than are smaller ones of the same species. In his study of tropical

Lucinidae, nearly all species that occurred in high-stress environments

are 15 mm or more in length. These larger lucinids are rare or absent
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No. valves Mean shell Mean shell
Sample in Subsamp le length Lmm heigth Hmm

01-1 10* 5.05 4.95
01-2 20 6.675 6.575
02-1 20 7.05 6.825
02-2 20 6.975 6.70
NTOl-1 27 5.60 5.10
03-1 21 7.74 7.50
03-2 30 7.35 7.14
04-1 30 7.50 7.14
04-2 27 7.20 6.91
05-1 22 5.98 5.64
05-5 18 7.00 6.58
05-7 17 7.06 6.79
06-2 1* 5.00 5.00
07-1 24 4.80 4.40
07-2 24 4.87 4.50
07-3 24 4.70 4.30
08-1 24 5.90 5.50
08-2 21 5.20 4.70
09-5 21 5.50 5.00
09-4 21* 5.30 4.90
09-2 9* 5.50 5.00
09-1 14* 5.40 4.90
10-1 2* 4.75 4.25
10-2 5* 4.40 3.90
10-3 28 6.10 5.60
11-1 32 5.25 4.75
11-2 33 5.00 4.50

* subsamp le is entire crenulata sample.

TABLE-1 Dimensions of Lucina crenulata
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from shelf environments, a low-stress, more stable environment where the

smaller lucinids (5-15 mm) are abundant. The smaller lucinids are associ-

ated with a diverse fauna containing many eulamellibranch taxa.

If a horizontal line is drawn on Figure 24 at a mean shell length

of 6.5 mm, the graph is broken into two groups. The valves of ^ crenulata

from the Mulinia-Anadara assemblage are larger than 6.5 mm. Valves of

L. crenulata from the Placopecten-Lucina assemblage and the Lucina-

Pleuromeris assemblage are less than 6.5 mm. Figure 25 is a graph of

mean shell length plotted against H(S), and again a horizontal line at

6.5 mm divides the graph into two similar regions. Valves of ^ crenulata

larger than 6.5 mm are associated with the low diversity Mulinia-Anadara

assemblage. Valves of ^ crenulata smaller than 6.5 mm are associated

with the high diversity assemblages.

The Mulinia-Anadara assemblage represents a marginal marine, high-

stress environment and the other two assemblages represent open marine,

shallow shelf, low-stress environments. The size of the valves of

crenulata can be related to the stress conditions of the environments,

a similar condition to that found by Jackson (1973) in Jamaica. There-

fore, it can be concluded that the mean size of the valves of crenulata

is related to environmental conditions present during deposition of the

assemblages.
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Figure 24. Mean shell length of Lucina crenulata from each of the three bivalve assemblages.
The line drawn at a mean shell length of 6.5 mm illustrates that the Mulinia-Anadara Assemblage was
deposited in a more highly stressed environment.
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FAUNA.-SEDIMENT RELATIONS

The relationship between faunal elements and sediment type has

been shown in many modern ecological studies (Sanders, 1956, 1958;

Driscoll and Brandon, 1973; Franz, 1976). Certain morphological types

of bivalves require specific sediment types in order to survive and pro-

liferate. In general, non-selective deposit feeders live in muddy sedi-

ments, short or non-siphonate suspension feeders require a coarse

substrate, and most siphonate suspension feeders require a fine sand-mud

mixture.

In this study, each of the three assemblages is dominated by one

type of bivalve. A comparison of Figures 26-28 with Figures 19-21 shows

a relationship between the assemblage distributions and the distribution

of the sediment size fractions. In general, the Mulinia-Anadara assemblage

is limited to sediments with more than 20% silt-clay. The Placopecten-

Lucina assemblage is found in sediments of 507» or more fine sand and less

than 20% silt-clay by weight. The Lucina-Pleuromeris assemblage is limited

to sediments with more than 20% medium sand by weight. These correlations

are not true for every sample from every assemblage, but a general rela-

tionship is apparent.

There is also a correlation between the weight percent sand and mud

and H(S). Figure 29 shows that as the percentage of mud increases, the

diversity values decrease; and as the percentage of sand increases, the

diversity values rise.

The fact that each assemblage occurs in sediments of the type that

the majority of the constituent species prefer has taphonomic implications.

It suggests that these assemblages are preserved in the sediments in which

they lived. This means that post-mortem transportation was minimal.
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Figure 26. Distribution of sediments with >50% fine sand and<20%
siIt-clay by weight.
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Figure 27. Distribution of sediments with> 20% medium sand by weight.
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Figure 28. Distribution of sediments with > 207o silt-clay by weight.
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CONCLUSIONS

The Yorktown Formation in Edgecombe County, North Carolina is divided

into three informal bivalve assemblages. The assemblages represent a minor

transgressive sequence followed by a minor regressive sequence, starting

with a shallow subtidal open marine, low-stress shelf environment with a

fine sand substrate and low energy conditions. The first assemblage is

succeeded by a subtidal open marine, low-stress shelf environment with a

mobile medium sand substrate. The second assemblage is, in turn, overlain

by a restricted marginal marine, high-stress environment with a silt-clay

substrate. The shelf environments (assemblages ?1 and 2) are characterized

by low-stress conditions as evidenced by a high diversity index (H(S)), and

small valves of Lucina crenulata. The marginal environment is character-

ized by high-stress conditions as evidenced by a low diversity index and

large valves of ^ crenulata.

The linear distributional pattern of the outcrops provides a natural

east-west transect across the Yorktown depositional belt. However, the

lateral continuity (in a north-south direction) of these assemblages is

unknown. Thus, the three assemblages may represent lateral facies of a

single marine environment containing several micro-environments. The area

around the Newport River Estuary serves as a modern analogue of this

situation. The Placopecten-Lucina assemblage would occupy quiet, near shore

but open marine areas. The Lucina-Pleuromeris assemblage would then

characterize areas within and immediately adjacent to inlets. The Mulinia-

Anadara assemblage would dominate restricted marine and estuarine areas

upstream from the inlets. More extensive sampling will be required to

determine which interpretation, transgression followed by regression or

lateral facies relationships, is more accurate.
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Paleotemperatures were cooler than temperatures found off the North

Carolina coast today. It can be seen from the Annotated Faunal List that

a portion of the bivalve fauna prefers a temperate to cool temperate

climate. Hecht (1969) has presented evidence for a homogeneous faunal

province along the Atlantic margin during Miocene and Pliocene time. Modern

Atlantic faunal provinces are defined by temperature barriers. The lack of

temperature gradients during the Miocene and Pliocene could account for

the range of the sampled fauna by allowing individual species to become

more geographically widespread.

Post-mortem transport was minimal as evidenced by a positive córrela-

tion between the substrate preferences of the bivalves in the various

assemblages and the sediments in which they occur. Also, the evenness

of the left to right valve ratios, general lack of abraded valves, and

the number of articulated fossils in life position suggest a minimal

amount of post-mortem transport.
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ANNOTATED FAUNAL LIST

Rather than organizing this section by grouping the genera into

higher taxonomic subdivisions of Class Bivalvia, they are simply listed

in alphabetical order. For any genus represented by two or more species,

the species are also listed alphabetically. This organizational scheme

was selected for two reasons. First, the taxonomic categories above the

generic level can be confusing, especially to the nonspecialist. Second,

the major emphasis of this study is on paleoecology, not taxonomy.

Generic and specific identifications reflect recent interpretations.

Ecological tolerances, such as depth, substrate type, and considerations

concerning functional morphology are discussed for each of the 92 species

information on the occurrence and relative abundance of each species is

also included.

It is hoped that this format will allow the broadest spectrum of

readers to easily and efficiently locate information relative to their

specific interests.
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ABRA Lamarck, 1818

Abra subreflexa (Conrad)
Amphidesma subreflexa CONRAD, 1834. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia,

V. 7, 1st ser., p. 133.

This extinct species is confined to the Yorktown Formation (Campbell

et al., 1975). Three species of the genus are living today on the western

side of the Atlantic: Abra aequalis (Say), ^ lioica Dali, ^ longicallis

americana Verrill and Bush.

Abra aequalis is found in sub-tropical waters (Morris, 1975). Parker

(1956) found ^ aequalis in great numbers in sand and poorly sorted sandy,

silty clay bottoms of the upper sound and inlet regions around the Missis-

sippi Delta. However, Moore (1960) did not find it in the Mississippi

Sound. Porter (1974) reported ^ aequalis in Bogue Sound and in open

waters from Cape Lookout to Southport, North Carolina living in 3-140 m

of water. Bird (1970) found Syndosmya (=Abra) aequalis to be character-

istic species of the Newport River Estuary.

Abra lioica is found in boreal to tropical waters (Morris, 1975).

Porter (1974) suggested that ^ lioica replaces ^ aequalis in offshore

waters. Parker (1956) found the same relationship around the Mississippi

Delta where lioica lives on clayey bottoms on the east slope of the

delta and on the shallow shelf.

Abra longicallis americana is found from polar to tropical waters

(Morris, 1975). The habitat of this rare species is unknown, although

Morris (1975) says it lives in deep water.

Abra subreflexa is elongate, L/H 1.7-1.8, with the posterior of the

right valve slightly twisted which, as in other Semelidae and Tellinidae,

indicates a non-vertical life position. It is found in samples 07-1,

07-2, 07-3, 08-1, 08-2, 09-5, 09-4, 09-2, 11-1, and 11-2. Only in samples
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07-1 and 07-2 does it account for more than 5% of the bivalve fauna. The

valves are well preserved, with little sign of abrasion except in 09-2.

Many valves retain external, concentric color banding.

ALIGENA Lea, 1843

Aligena laevls Lea
Aligena laevis LEA, 1846. Am. Philos. Soc., Trans., v. 9, 2nd ser.,

p. 238.

Aligena striata Lea
Aligena striata LEA, 1846. Am. Philos. Soc., Trans., v. 9, 2nd ser.,

p. 238, pi. 34, fig. 13.

These two extinct species belong to a genus that is seldom mentioned

in the literature. ^ laevis is confined to the Yorktown Formation while

A. striata ranges from the Chop tank Formation through the Waccamaw Forma-

tion (Campbell et al., 1975). Harry (1969) discussed the distribution of

Aligena in modern oceans. He found the genus to be marine, mostly living

from low tide level to 73 m in the temperate and tropical waters. Aligena

is thought to be commensal with burrowing crustácea, polychete worms, and

echinoderms. Bird (1970) defined a "low-salinity" Syndosmya (=Abra) —

Aligena community in the Newport River Estuary. Associated bivalves

are Mulinia lateralis and Tellina alternata. This community occupies

the mid to upper reaches of the estuary and occurs in fine to very fine

muddy sands in salinities of 25-28%o.

Aligena laevis is found in samples 04-1, 07-3, 08-1, 08-2, and 09-5.

It never comprises more than 2% of the bivalve fauna. Aligena striata is

found in samples 05-1, 08-1, 08-2, 11-1, and 11-2. The heavy concentric

ornamentation of ^ striata suggests that it is a slower, shallower bur-

rower than the smooth shelled ^ laevis. Aligena striata would have been

more stable in a shifting substrate than ^ laevis.
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ANADARA Gray, 1847

Anadara lmprocera (Conrad)
Arca improcera CONRAD, 1845. Fossils of the Medial Tertiary of the

United States, no. 3, p. 60, pi. 31, fig. 5.

Anadara improcera is an extinct elongate arcoid that is morphologic-

ally similar to the extant Anadara transversa (Say). Stratigraphically,

A. improcera ranges from Yorktown to Waccamaw. Anadara transversa is

found from boreal to sub-tropical waters (Morris, 1975). Bird (1970)

frequently found ^ transversa in his open-ocean samples associated with

Splsula, Tellina, Dosinia, Ensis, and Nucula. Parker (1956) found A_^

transversa in his upper sound assemblage.

Anadara improcera is found in samples 01-2, 02-1, 02-2, 03-1, 03-2,

04-1, 04-2, 05-1, and 05-7. It comprises 8.5% of the bivalve fauna in

sample 05-7.

Anadara plicatura (Conrad)
Area plicatura CONRAD, 1845. Fossils of the Medial Tertiary of the

United States, no. 3, p. 62, pi. 32, fig. 4.

Anadara plicatura is also an extinct form that is more ovate than

A. improcera. It is, however, less ovate than the extant A_^ ovalis

(Bruguiere) and seems to represent a step in the phylogeny leading to

A. ovalis. Anadara ovalis is found from boreal to sub-tropical waters

(Morris, 1975). The stratigraphic range of ^ plicatura is from Duplin

to Waccamaw (Campbell e£,ai.> 1975).

Stanley (1970) demonstrated that a relationship exists between the

degree of elongation and mode of life in the Arcidae. Shells with a

L/H ratio greater than 1.35 are primarily infaunal, but those with a

ratio less than 1.35 are primarily epifaunal. A plot for improcera

and ^ plicatura suggests that both are infaunal.
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Species of the genus Anadara are generally morphologically unspecial-

ized and often live in environments that are periodically unstable,

although mobile substrates can exclude infaunal arcoids (Thomas, 1978).

The presence of a rostrate posterior in arcoids indicates a burrowing life

habit in which the posterior margin was at or near the sediment-water

interface. The posterior of ^ plicatura is rounded, but the posterior

of ^ improcera is somewhat rostrate. This suggests a shallower life

position for ^ improcera.

All species of Anadara are sluggish burrowers and employ a weak

byssus as an anchor in shifting, generally sandy substrates. The sediment

type appears to influence the distribution of Anadara transversa in

Buzzards Bay (Driscoll and Brandon, 1973). This species is uncommon in

sediments with more than 5% silt-clay; its distribution is positively

correlated with that of medium to coarse sand and the presence of dead

shell material required for successful juvenile settlement. All three

species of Anadara studied by Stanley (1970) require sandy substrates in

protected subtidal areas. These suspension feeding bivalves require sandy

substrates where currents are moderate and silt-clay content is low.

Anadara plicatura is found in samples 01-2, 02-1, 03-2, 04-1, 05-1,

05-7, and 10-3.

ANOMIA Linne, 1758

Anomia simplex d'Orbigny
Anomia simplex D'ORBIGNY, 1853. Moll. Cubana, v. 2, p. 367, pi. 38,

figs. 31-33.

This extant species lives in boreal to tropical waters (Abbott, 1954).

It is an epifaunal form that attaches to pebbles, cobbles, and shell

debris by means of a calcified byssus (Stanley, 1970). It is restricted
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to shallow subtidal environments with moderate current flow (Stanley, 1970).

In northwestern Buzzards Bay ^ simplex is found in the open bay environ-

ment in depths of 3-9 m and in sediments with a mean diameter coarser than

2.5^(Driscoll and Brandon, 1973). ^ simplex grows in such a manner that

the shell edge never overlaps the object of attachment (Stanley, 1970).

This protects the shell from damage and contributes to the irregular shapes

that characterize the species.

A. simplex is found in samples 05-1, 07-2, 08-1, 09-5, 09-2, 10-2,

11-1, and 11-2. In sample 10-2 it comprises 157o of the bivalve fauna.

Anomia squamula Linne
Anomia squamula LINNE, 1758. Sys. Naturae. (=to ^ aculeata Gmelin)

This extant species is a common cold water species that ranges from

boreal to temperate waters (Abbott, 1954). It is an epifaunal form that

attaches to rocks and broken shells, and is found in deeper water off North

Carolina than is ^ simplex (Porter, 1974).

A. squamula is found in samples NTOl-1, 05-1, 07-1, 07-2, 07-3, 09-5,

09-1, 10-2, 10-3, 11-1, and 11-2. In sample 10-2 A. squamula comprises

207ci of the bivalve fauna. This sample has an anomalously high percentage

(35%) of Anomiacea.

ARGOPECTEN Monterosato, 1899

Argopecten eboreus (Conrad)
Pecten eboreus CONRAD, 1833. Am. Jour. Sci., v. 23, 1st ser., p. 341.

Argopecten eboreus is an extinct species found from the St. Marys

through Waccamaw Formations (Waller, 1969). The evolution and systematics

of this genus are detailed by Waller (1969). Argopecten eboreus is related

to the extant ^ gibbus; both have convex left valves, protuding right

dorsal margins, and a shallow byssal notch (Waller, 1969). Argopecten
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gibbus occurs in subtropical and tropical waters (Morris, 1975) and is

restricted to warm, open marine waters from 9 to 365 m deep (Waller, 1969).

Large commercial beds are found east-southeast of Cape Hatteras in 25 to

35 meters of water (Porter, 1974), Another related species is ^ irradians

which occurs in semi-enclosed bays, sounds or estuaries on sand and gravel

substrates in water from a few centimeters to 18 m deep (Waller, 1969).

It thrives on substrates covered by eel grass. Waller (1969) interprets

A. eboreus to be an open-water species that prefers deep, open embayments

with restricted bottom circulation,

Argopecten eboreus is found in samples 01-1, NTOl-1, 03-2, 04-1, 04-2,

05-1, 05-5, 05-7, 07-3, 08-1, 08-2, 09-5, 09-4, 09-2, 09-1, 10-2, 10-3,

11-1, and 11-2.

ASTARTE Sowerby, 1816

Astarte concéntrica Conrad
Astarte concéntrica CONRAD, 1834. Jour, Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia,

V. 7, 1st ser,, p. 133,

Astarte concéntrica is an extinct species occurring in the Yorktown,

Duplin, and Croatan Formations (Campbell ^ , 1975) . It is found in

samples 06-2, 07-1, 07-2, 07-3, 08-1, 08-2, 09-5, 09-4, 09-2, 09-1, 10-2,

and 10-3. It never comprises more than 5% of the bivalve fauna.

Astarte roanokensis Gardner
Astarte roanokensis GARDNER, 1943. U. S. Geol. Surv, Prof. Paper 199-A,

p, 53, pi. 12, figs. 9, 10.

Astarte roanokensis is an extinct species restricted to the Yorktown

Formation (Campbell ¿t a].,, 1975). It is confined to a group of faunally

similar samples; 06-2, 07-1, 07-2, and 07-3. In sample 06-2 it constitutes

31.4% of the bivalve fauna. Gardner (1943) lists only nine localities

where this species occurs in North Carolina and Virginia.
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Astarte synimetrica Conrad
Astarte symmetrica CONRAD, 1834. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philidelphia,

V. 7, 1st ser., p. 134.

Astarte symmetrica is an extinct species that occurs in the Yorktown,

Duplin, and Waccamaw Formations (Campbell ^ , 1975). It is present

in only one sample, 09-2.

Astarte undulata Say
Astarte undulata SAY, 1824. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, v. 4,

1st. ser., p. 150, pi. 9, fig. 5.

Astarte undulata is an extinct species occurring in the Yorktown,

Duplin, Waccamaw, and Croatan Formations (Campbell e_t , 1975) . It is

found in samples NTOl-1, 05-1, 08-2, 09-5, 09-2, 09-1, 10-2, 10-3, 11-1,

and 11-2. In sample NTOl-1 it constitutes 7% of the bivalve fauna; in

sample 09-2, 13%; in sample 11-1, 6%; and in sample 11-2, 10%, of the bivalve

fauna.

In this study, the genus Astarte is represented by the four extinct

species above. Three of these species are closely related in terms of

size and morphology: A_^ concéntrica, A. symmetrica, and ^ undulata. The

fourth, ^ roanokensls, is unique. ^ concéntrica, A. symmetrica, A. undulata

are similar to the extant species ^ undata Gould, that lives in boreal to

temperate waters (Morris, 1975). Optimum ecological conditions for this

species include coarse gravelly substrates, moderate currents, and water

depths of 15 to 25 m (Stanley, 1970). Astarte roanokensis is similar to

the extant form ^ castanea (Say) in that the shell is higher than wide

and has a pronounced hooked umbo. Astarte castanea lives in boreal to

temperate waters (Morris, 1975); it thrives in sandy gravel substrates

with moderate current flow in waters deeper than those inhabited by

undata (Stanley, 1970).
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Species of Astarte are non-siphonate suspension feeders. They are

slow, shallow borrowers that prefer coarse substrates (Stanley, 1970).

The life positions for the two morphological groups above, 1) ^ con-

centrica-A. symmetrica-A. undulaba and 2) ^ roanokensis, are related to

shell shape. Stanley (1970) found that ^ undata, which is similar to

species of group one, lives with the long axis vertical and posterior

end up, placing the area of current flow nearer the sediment surface.

Astarte castanea, which is similar to species of group 2, lives with the

posterior end downward. Evidently, ^ castanea filters water and food

through the gravel substrate and has no need for a "typical pointed and

elongate heterodont posterior" (Stanley, 1970, p. 76).

BORNIA Philippi, 1836

Bornia triangulata Dali
Bornia triangulaba Dali, 1900. Wagner Free Inst. Sci., Trans., v. 3,

pt. 5, p. 1151.

Bornia triangulata is an extinct species that ranges from the Calvert

and Yorktown Formations through the Waccamaw Formation (Campbell et al.,

1975). Only one species, B. longipes Stimpson, lives off the coast of

North Carolina today (Porter, 1974). It was collected near Orcacoke Inlet

on a sand bottom in 7 to 13 m of water (Wells e¿ a¿. , 1961).

Bornia triangulata is found in samples 11-1 and 11-2.

CHAMA Linné, 1758

Chama congregata Conrad
Chama congregaba CONRAD, 1833. Am. Jour. Sci., v. 23, p. 341.

Chama congregata is an extant species found in the Calvert, Yorktown,

Duplin, and Waccamaw Formations (Glenn, 1904; Campbell _et , 1975). It

occurs in subtropical and tropical waters (Morris, 1975). Stanley (1970)

correlated its distribution in warm waters, where carbonate is more easily
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secreted, with cementation and spine development. Chama congregata occurs

north of Cape Fear in 40 to 110 m of water (Menzies e_t ¿1. , 1966) and south

of Cape Hatteras to Cape Fear and in Back Sound in 6 to 110 m of water

(Porter, 1974).

This epifaunal bivalve requires abundant rocks and shell debris for

successful larval settlement (LaBarbera and Chanley, 1971). In southwest

Florida, C_^ congregara is commonly found attached to valves of Atrina

rigida' Area zebra, and Anadara notabilis but rarely to other arcids

(Perry and Schwengel, 1955).

Chama congregara is found in samples 07-1, 07-3, 08-1, 08-2, 09-5,

and 09-4.

CHESAPECTEN Ward and Blackwelder, 1975

Chesapecten jeffersonius (Say)
Pecten jeffersonius SAY, 1824. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, v. 4,

1st ser., p. 133, pi. 9, fig. 1.

Chesapecten jeffersonius is an extinct species found in the Yorktown

and Duplin (?) Formations (Campbell ^ ¿1., 1975). This large scallop has

no known living relatives. The juveniles are thin shelled and could

probably swim, but the adults rested free on the substrate (Gould, 1971).

The lack of an elongate anterior auricle would preclude byssal attachment.

The lineage of Chesapecten as given by Ward and Blackwelder (1975) indicates

the change from a byssal habit (C. coccymelus) to a resting habit (C.

jeffersonius, C. septenarius, and C_^ madisonius). The large thick ribs

suggests life in a moderately high energy environment.

According to Ward and Blackwelder (1975, p. 6), Chesapecten jeffersonius

is confined to Zone 1 of Mansfield (1943) in the Yorktown Formation; and

Chesapecten madisonius (Say), which succeeds C. jeffersonius, is found in

Zone 2 (Mansfield, 1943) of the Yorktown Formation. This stratigraphic
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relationship could not be confirmed in the study area. Chesapecten

jeffersonius was found stratigraphically higher than C_^ madisonius in

two outcrops. Both species occur together in some samples.

Chesapecten jeffersonius is found in samples 01-1, 01-2, 02-1, NTOl-1,

03-1, 09-2, 10-3, 11-1, and 11-2. In sample 01-1 it constitutes 6% of the

bivalve fauna; in sample 09-2, 8% of the bivalve fauna; in sample 11-1,

97o of the bivalve fauna; and in sample 11-2, 57o of the bivalve fauna.

Chesapecten madisonius (Say)
Pecten madisonius SAY, 1824. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, v. 4,

1st ser., p. 134.

Chesapecten madisonius is an extinct species found in the Yorktown

and Duplin (?) Formations (Campbell al. , 1975). This species, like

C. jeffersonius, could not swim as an adult, although the juveniles

probably could. Chesapecten madisonius and C_^ jeffersonius probably had

a similar life habit, reclining on the substrate in a shallow marine

environment.

Chesapecten madisonius is found in samples 03-2, 04-1, 04-2, 05-1,

06-2, 07-1, 07-2, 07-3, 08-1, 08-2, 09-5, 09-4, 09-2, 09-1, 10-2, and

10-3. In sample 09-4 it comprises 12.5% of the bivalve fauna and in sample

10-2, 10.5% of the bivalve fauna.

COOPERELLA Carpenter, 1864

Cooperella carpenter! Dali
Cooperella carpenter! DALE, 1900. Wagner Free Inst. Sci,, Trans., v. 3,

pt. 5, p. 1063.

Cooperella carpenter! is an extinct species found in the Yorktown

and Duplin formations (Campbell e_t aj^. , 1975). Little is knowi about the

ecological tolerances of species within this genus. Rehder (1943) found

C. atlántica off Peanut Island, Florida. Abbott (1954) records Cooperella

subdiaphana at depths as great as 73 m along the coast of Southern
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California.

The highly inflated shell of carpenter! would not be conducive to

rapid burrowing. However, the small ligament area, weak hingement, and

deep palliai sinus suggest a life position well below the sediment-water

interface in environments with little agitation.

Cooperella carpenter! occurs in samples 07-1, 07-2, 07-3, 08-1, 08-2,

09-5, and 11-2. In sample 08-1 it comprises 11% of the bivalve fauna; in

sample 09-5, 7.1% of the bivalve fauna.

CORBULA Bruguiere, 1797

Corbula conradi Gardner
Corbula conradi GARDNER, 1943. U. S. Geol. Surv. Prof. Paper 199-A,

p. 139, pi. 23, figs. 27, 28.

Corbula conradi is an extinct species found in the Yorktown and Duplin

Formations (Campbell et al., 1975). It differs from most other species

of the genus in that it possesses fine radial ribs in addition to the usual

concentric ornamentation. The extant C_j_ swiftiana Adams is reported to

have faint radial ornamentation (Perry and Schwengel, 1955). Radial

ornamentation serves to increase stability in life position (Stanley,

1970). Corbula conradi may have been able to inhabit environments with

a more unstable substrate than could those Corbulidae that lack radial

ornamentation.

Corbula conradi is found in samples 03-1, 03-2, 04-1, 04-2, 05-1,

05-7, 07-1, 07-2, 07-3, 08-1, 08-2, 09-5, 09-1, and 11-2. In sample

08-1 it comprises 5.4% of the fauna.

Corbula cf. C_^ cuneata Say
Corbula cuneata SAY, 1824. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, v. 4,

1st ser., p. 152, pi. 13, fig. 3.
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Corbula cuneata is an extinct species found in the Choptank, Calvert,

Yorktown, Duplin, and Waccamaw Formations (Glenn, 1904; Campbell ^ a_l. ,

1975). This species is characterized by a very thin shell, small size

relative to the other Corbulidacea present in the study area, and concen-

trie ridges that are very fine and closely set. These features suggest a

preference for a muddy substrate in a sheltered environment, as is typical

of other Corbulidacea.

Rare specimens of Corbula cf. C_^ cuneata occur in samples 07-2 and

07-3.

Corbula inaequalis Say
Corbula inaequalis SAY, 1824. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, v. 4,

1st ser., p. 153, pi. 13, fig. 2.

Corbula inaequalis is an extinct species which ranges from the Calvert

to the Waccamaw Formation (Glenn, 1904; Campbell e^ al_. , 1975). C_^ inaequalis

and extant C_^ contracta Say are similar in shape, size, and surface orna-

mentation. Corbula contracta lives in boreal to tropical waters (Morris,

1975).

Bird (1970) found that C_^ contracta is common in samples from the

open-ocean and from the Newport River Estuary. He concluded that C_^

contracta prefers a very fine sand substrate in open ocean environments.

Stanley (1970) found that C_^ caribaea thrives in muddy substrates and

sheltered subtidal conditions. C. contracta is present in upper Breton

and Chandeleur Sounds around the Mississippi Delta (Parker, 1956). The

five species listed by Perry and Schwengel (1955) occur in water 1 to

12 m deep.

The Corbulidae have an unusual life position for inequivalved forms

in that they live with the commissure vertical, rather than at some angle
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(usually 45° or more) to the vertical (Yonge, 1946). Yonge suggests that

the left valve overlap is related to the ability to eject pseudofeces in

the muddy environments inhabited by the genus. Because they are siphonate

suspension feeders, which inhabit muddy substrates, the corbulids have a

clogging problem. To increase bouyancy and maximize support they have a

small inflated shell. The shell margin overlap reduces the mantle cavity

volume helping to increase the bouyancy (Stanley, 1970).

Corbula inaequalis is found in samples 01-1, 01-2, 02-1, 02-2, NTOl-1,

03-2, 04-1, 04-2, 05-1, 05-2, 05-7, 06-2, 07-1, 07-2, 07-3, 08-1, 08-2,

09-5, 09-4, 09-2, 09-1, 10-2, 10-3, 11-1, and 11-2. In sample 06-2 it

comprises 6% of the bivalve fauna and in sample 09-4, 11% of the bivalve

fauna.

CRASSINELLA Guppy, 1874

Crassinella lunulata (Conrad)
Astarte lunulata CONRAD, 1834. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, v. 7,

1st ser., p. 133.

Crassinella lunulata is an extant species that lives in tropical waters

(Abbott, 1954). It is similar in size and morphology to Crassinella mactra-

cea Lindsley and some authors have placed the two in synonomy (see Porter,

1974). Corbula mactracea lives in boreal and temperate waters (Abbott,

1954). The two may represent ecotypic variants of the same species.

In northwestern Buzzards Bay C_^ mactracea occurs only in the open bay

facies. It is limited to substrates of sand and abundant shell debris

with a mean grain size ranging between 0.5^and 1.5ji(Driscoll and Brandon,

1973). In Fisher Island Sound C_^ mactracea is found in an assemblage that

is characterized by short or non-siphonate suspension feeders that occur

in coarse to very coarse sands in areas of rapid tidal currents (Franz, 1976).
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Bird (1970) found C_^ lunulata in fine to medium sands from the mouth

to the midreaches of the Newport River Estuary. It is less common than

other species that occur in the same area. In the Mississippi Delta region

C. martinicensis occurs, most commonly as dead specimens, in Upper Breton

and Chandeleur Sounds (Parker, 1956).

The Crassatellacea thrive in coarse sands and shell gravel substrates

with moderate to strong water movement. Crassinella mactracea, a non-

siphonate suspension feeder which utilizes an anterior inhalant current,

has a shallow life position (Allen, 1968). Crassinella lunulata was proba-

bly a shallow burrower with the width of the shell parallel to the sediment

surface in life position.

Crassinella lunulata occurs in samples 05-1, 07-1, 07-2, 07-3, 09-5,

09-2, 09-1, 10-3, 11-1, and 11-2. In sample 09-2 it comprises 237» of the

bivalve fauna; in the other samples, less than 5%.

CRENELLA Brown, 1827

Crenella precursor Gardner
Crenella precursor GARDNER, 1943. U. S. Geol. Surv. Prof. Paper 199-A,

p. 30, pi. 3, figs. 14 - 16.

Grenella precursor is an extinct species found in the Yorktown and

Groatan Formations (Campbell et al., 1975). According to Gardner (1943),

the nearest relative to Cj_ precursor is ^ glandule (Totten), which ranges

from boreal to subtropical waters (Abbott, 1954). Franz (1976) found _C_^

decussate Montagu associated with other short or nonsiphonate bivalves

in coarse to very coarse sand in areas with rapid tidal currents.

Crenella precursor has radial ribbing, a crenulate ventral inner

margin, and a thick shell in comparison with other species of the genus.

These shell features suggest a shallow infaunal form living within an

unstable substrate (Stanley, 1970).
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Crenella precursor is found in samples 05-7 and 09-5.

CYCLOCARDIA Conrad, 1867

Cyclocardia s^anulata (Say)
Venericardia granulata SAY, 1824. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia,

V. 4, 1st ser., p. 142, pi. 12, fig. 1.

Cyclocardia granulata is an extinct species found in the Calvert,

St. Marys, Yorktown, Duplin and Waccamaw Formations (Glenn, 1904; Campbell

et al.. 1975). C. granulata is morphologically similar to the extant C_^

borealis (Conrad), a species found in boreal to subtropical waters (Abbott,

1954). It was collected by Cerame-Vivas and Gray (1966) offshore from

North Carolina and is associated with their Virginian biotic province.

Porter (1974) found abundant C^ borealis off Oregon Inlet in 49 m of water.

In Fishers Island Sound it occurs in medium to very coarse sand (most

commonly in coarse sand) associated with other short or non-siphonate

bivalves, such as Astarte, Crassinella, and Crenella (Franz, 1976).

Cyclocardia borealis prefers coarse-grained subtidal sediments with mod-

erately strong currents (Stanley, 1970) .

Cyclocardia borealis is a non-siphonate suspension feeder, which lives

with the posterior margin just below the sediment surface (Stanley, 1970).

The radial ribs, denticulate ventral margin, and heavy hingement of C_^

granulata are adaptive for the mode of life that characterizes the living

species.

Cyclocardia granulata is found in samples 06-2, 07-1, 07-2, 07-3,

08-1, 08-2, 09-5, 09-4, 09-2, 09-1, 10-2, 10-3, 11-1, and 11-2. In

sample 06-2 it comprises 6.5% of the bivalve fauna; in 09-4, 7%; in 09-2,

17.3%; in 09-1, 17.3%; in 11-1, 26.8%; and in 11-2, 24.2% of the bivalve

fauna.
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DIPLODONTA Bronn, 1831

Diplodonta accllnis (Conrad)
Luclna accllnis CONRAD, 1832, Fossil shells of the Tertiary, p, 21, pi. 6,

fig. 2.

Diplodonta accllnis is an extinct species that occurs from the Calvert

to the Waccamaw Formation (Glenn, 1904; Campbell ^ al., 1975). The genus

Diplodonta contains many extant species, none of which are morphologically

similar to D_^ accllnis. Diplodonta punctata Say, one of the better known

modern species, occurs in subtropical and tropical waters (Morris, 1975).

In Kingston Harbour, Jamada, it occurs in muddy and sandy gravel substrates

at depths from 0,3 to 1 m where currents are present (Allen, 1958).

Stanley (1970) reported that D_^ punctata inhabits poorly sorted carbonate

sand in areas covered with eel grass. It was reported in Breton and

Chandeleur Sounds in Louisana (Parker, 1956), in and around the Newport

River Estuary in North Carolina at depths less than 12 m (Bird, 1970),

north of Cape Fear in 40 to 65 m of water (Menzies d a_l. , 1966), and

from Cape Hatteras to Cape Fear in 42 to 116 m of water (Porter, 1974).

Another extant species, D. notata, prefers muddy substrates and

sheltered subtidal conditions (Stanley, 1970). It is found in tropical

water (Morris, 1975).

Diplodonta acclinis is found in samples 05-7, 07-2, 09-5, 09-1, 11-1,

and 11-2.

Diplodonta cf. ^ leana Dali
Diplodonta leana DALE 1900. Wagner Free Inst. Sci. Trans., v. 3, pt. 5,

p. 1187.

Diplodonta leana.an extinct species occurring in the Yorktown and

Duplin Formations (Campbell et a\., 1975), is similar to the extant species

D. semiaspera. D. semiaspera occurs from Cape Hatteras to Cape Fear in

26 to 70 m of water (Porter, 1974). It also occurs among eel grass roots
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in coarse skeletal sands on exposed beaches in 0 to 1 m of water (Allen,

1958).

One valve of ^ cf. leana occurs in sample 11-1.

DIVARICELLA von Martens, 1880

Divaricella quadrisulcata (d'Orbigny)
Lucina quadrisulcata D'ORBIGNY, 1842. Mollusques, p. 294, pi. 27, figs.

34 - 36.

Divaricella quadrisulcata is an extant species that first appeared

in the Yorktwon Formation (Campbell ^ , 1975). Living specimens are

found in boreal to tropical waters (Morris, 1975). The species prefers

cleaner, coarser sands than other Caribbean lucinid species and its distri-

bution is not restricted to grassy bottoms (Stanley, 1970; Bretsky, 1976).

It occurs in clean skeletal sands in Florida and the Bahamas where it is

associated with two other lucinids, Lucina pennsylvanica and Codakia

orbicularis (Allen, 1958). In Florida, it is found on tidal flats in fine

to very fine sand (Stanley, 1970). It occurs around Cape Lookout, North

Carolina in 0.5 to 12 m of water (Bird, 1970), and has also been reported

south of Bogue Inlet and in Bogue and Core Sounds in 1 to 18 m of water

(Porter, 1974).

Divaricella quadrisulcata inhabits very fine to medium sand with

little or no mud. The divaricate ornamentation and the pronounced rocking

motion (up to 45°) during burrowing allows D^ quadrisulcata to saw its

way into sandy substrates where other lucinids cannot survive (Stanley,

1969, 1970). It is a slow borrower, but quick for a lucinid, and it

burrows deeply (10 to 20 cm) for its size. In life position the long axis

is horizontal (Stanley, 1970).

Divaricella quadrisulcata is found in samples 07-1, 07-2, 07-3, 08-1,

08-2, 09-5, and 09-4. Articulated specimens are not uncommon.
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DOSINIA Scopoli, 1777

Dosinia acetabula (Conrad)
Artemis acetabula CONRAD, 1832. Fossil shells of the Tertiary Formations

of North America, p. 20, pi. 6, fig. 1.

Dosinia acetabula is an extinct species that ranges from the Calvert

to the Duplin Formation (Glenn, 1904; Campbell e^ aj.. , 1975) . D_^ acetabula

is similar to two extant species, ^ elegans (Conrad) and ^ discus Reeve.

These three species differ only in the density and prominence of the con-

centric ornamentation. Stanley (1970) found that the ecological tolerances

of ^ elegans and ^ discus are identical. Dosinia discus lives in temper-

ate to tropical waters and elegans lives in subtropical and tropical

waters (Clench, 1942). Porter (1974) reported D^ elegans off Cape Lookout

in 18 to 40 m of water, and D_,_ discus from Cape Lookout to Southport and in

Bogue Sound in 0 to 49 m of water.

Norton (1947) studied D_^ discus in the Beaufort, North Carolina area

and found it to be common along well drained, protected sandy beaches in

the Newport River Estuary. Dosinia discus inhabits the lower intertidal

zone but is absent from the mud flats. Bird (1970) found D. discus in

3 to 15 m of water in the open ocean seaward of the Newport River Estuary.

Aller (1912) found that D_^ discus is abundant near the low tide mark in the

sand flats around Fivers Island in the estuary. Stanley (1970) stated

that D_^ elegans prefers moderately exposed sand flats and clean medium to

coarse sand.

Dosinia elegans is a rapid burrower (Stanley, 1970). The circular

shape, the thin polished valves, and the compressed outline of ^ acetabula

are consistent with that of D_^ elegans and D_^ discus. Dosinia uses a rapid

rocking motion to penetrate vertically into the substrate. The life posi-

tion of D^ elegans is with the hinge axis vertical (Stanley, 1970).
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Dosinia acetabula is found in samples 01-1, NTOl-1, 07-1, 07-2, 08-1,

09-2, 10-3, 11-1, and 11-2. Never does it constitute more than TL of the

bivalve fauna.

ENSIS Schumacher, 1817

Ensis sp.

The fragmentary nature of specimens belonging to this genus prevents

species identification. Three species have been reported from the Yorktown:

E. directus (Conrad) , E_^ ensiformis (Conrad) , and E_^ schmidti Olsson.

Modern representatives of ^ directus are restricted to low intertidal

and shallow subtidal environments and live in cohesive fine sand without

any medium or coarse sand. This species is abundant in tidal channel

margins and in exposed tidal flats swept by currents (Stanley, 1970). It

also can swim above the substrate. It lives in a tube constructed in fine

cohesive sands (Stanley, 1970).

Ensis sp. occurs in samples 04-1, 05-1, 07-1, 07-2, 07-3, 08-1, 08-2,

09-5, 09-4, 09-3, 09-2, 09-1, 10-3, 11-1, and 11-2. In sample 11-1 it

constitutes 5% of the bivalve fauna.

ENSITELLOPS Olsson and Haribson, 1953

Ensitellops protexta (Conrad)
Amphidesma protexta CONRAD, 1841. Am. Jour. Sci., v. 41, 1st ser.,

p, 344 - 348.

This small extant species is poorly known. It is found in Yorktown

to Recent sediments (Campbell e_t ^. , 1975). Dali (1899) reported the species

off Cape Lookout in 40 m of water, and Johnson (1934) from off Cape Fear,

also in 40 m of water.

The thin, elongate shell suggests that E_^ protexta is a moderately

deep borrower. It is found in samples 05-1, 05-7, and 10-3.
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ERYCINA Lamarck, 1805

Erycina carolinensis Dali
Erycina carolinensis BALL, 1900. Wagner Free Inst. Sci. Trans., v. 3,

pt. 5, p. 1145, pi. 44, fig. 3.

Erycina carolinensis is an extinct species that ranges from the

Yorktown to the Waccamaw Formation (Campbell ^ , 1975). Life habits

of this species are poorly known. Porter (1974) lists three species of

Erycina that occur south from Cape Lookout to Cape Fear in 22 to 57 m of

water. Perry and Schwengel (1955) found ^ floridana at depths of 9 m

off the west coast of Florida.

Erycina carolinensis occurs in sample 11-2.

EUCRASSATELLA Iredale, 1924

Eucrassatella undulata (Say)
Crassatella undulata SAY, 1824. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, v. 4,

1st ser., p. 142, pi. 12, fig. 2.

The writer follows many previous workers in placing this extinct

species in the genus Eucrassatella. The crassatellids of the Chesapeake

Group have traditionally been placed in Eucrassatella even though the

generic description is somewhat vague. There is one extant species of

Eucrassatella: E. speciosa Adams, which lives in subtropical to tropical

waters (Abbott, 1954). Porter (1974) found this species living off North

Carolina south of Cape Hatteras in 18 to 58 m of water.

This large, elongate, thick shelled bivalve probably was a shallow,

sluggish burrower. It had very short siphons or was non-siphonate. The

angular posterior indicates a life position just below the sediment surface.

E. undulata probably preferred a coarse substrate like other short or non-

siphonate Crassatellacea (e.g., Astarte and Crassinella).

Eucrassatella undulata is found in samples NTOl-1, 04-2, 05-1, 07-1,

07-2, 07-3, 08-2, 09-2, 09-1, 10-3, 11-1, and 11-2. In sample NTOl-1 it
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constitutes 5% of the bivalve fauna.

GEMMA Deshayes, 1853

Gemma magna Dali
Gemma magna DALE, 1903. Wagner Free Inst. Sci., Trans., v. 3, pt. 6,

p. 1330, pi. 56, fig. 4.

Gemma magna, an extinct species found in the Yorktown and Waccamaw

Formations (Campbell et , 1975), is closely related to G_^ gemma (Totten),

a modern species that ranges from boreal to tropical waters (Abbott, 1954).

Gemma gemma thrives in the loose sands of intertidal sand flats (Dubar and

Chaplin, 1962; Kirby-Smith and Grey, 1975), and is abundant just below

mean low tide level in water 1 - 3 m deep (Bradley and Cooke, 1959). It

occurs in, and south of, the Newport River Estuary at depths from 0 to

11m (Bird, 1970), from Ocracoke to Cape Lookout and in Core and Pamlico

Sounds in 0 to 30 m of water (Porter, 1974). Gemma has been observed

living free on the substrate with the plane of the commissure horizontal,

with or without a thin veneer of sediment on the upper valve (Kauffman,

1969) .

Gemma magna is found in samples 02-1, 09-1, and 11-1.

GLOSSUS Poli, 1795

Glossus fraternus (Say)
Isocardita fraternus SAY, 1824. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia,

V. 4, 1st ser., p. 143, pi. 11, fig. 1.

Glossus fraternus is an extinct species ranging from the Calvert

Formation to the Duplin Formation (Campbell ^ , 1975). Four species

of Glossus are present in the Chesapeake Group but G_j_ humanus is the only

extant species of the genus. G_^ humanus occurs in the eastern Atlantic

and Mediterranean (Nicol, 1951). It inhabits water depths from 5 to 150 m

and is specialized for life in a very soft mud substrate, where it is

associated with Nucula and Abra (Owen, 1953). The strongly inflated shell.
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weak musculature, poor elastic properties of the ligament, and siphonal

and ctenidial modifications all suggest a sedentary, semi-infaunal life

habit in a soft substrate (Owen, 1953). Shell inflation is also employed

by Mu1inia and Corbula as an adaptation to muddy substrates.

Glossus fraternas and the other species of Glossus in the Chesapeake

Group have a thicker shell than G_^ humanus. Gardner (1943) noted a trend

toward shell thinning in G_^ fraternas from Maryland and Virginia to North

Carolina. She assigns subspecific rank to representatives of G_^ fraternas

from North Carolina (G_j^ fraternas Carolina). Thicker shells suggest life

in a sandier, more agitated environment than that inhabited by G^ humanus.

Glossus fraternas is rare in a group of similar samples; 06-2, 07-1,

07-2, and 07-3. Large articulated specimens occur in 06-2 and 07-2.

GLYCYMERIS Da Costa, 1778

Glycymeris americana (Defrance)
Pectunculus americana DEFRANCE, 1826. Dictionnarie des sciences naturelles,

V. 39, p. 225.

Modern representatives of this species range from temperate to sub-

tropical waters (Morris, 1975). Cenozoic and Recent glycymerids can be

divided into two groups based on the external radial ribs. One group,

including G_^ americana and G^ glycymeris, has flat striated ribs and a

hairy periostracum; the other, including the extinct G_j_ subovata and the

extant G^ pectinata, has rounded unstriated ribs and little or no perio-

stracum (Nicol, 1956).

The habitats of glycymerids with flat striated ribs is constant from

region to region. They are found in water depths between 3 and 130 m,

although not commonly in water less than 10 m,and prefer current swept

sand and gravel substrates with abundant dead shell material. They are
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commonly a member of bivalve assemblages that have low diversity (Thomas,

1975). A large population of G. americana was found off Cape Fear in 26

to 29 m of water in 1968 (Porter, 1974). Holme (1966) studied the distri-

bution of glycymeris in the English Channel. He found it to be most

abundant in clean, coarse substrates with strong bottom currents in water

16 to 100 m in depth. He also noted that G^ glycymeris is absent from

fine sediments in areas of calmer water.

Glycymeris americana is not common in most Yorktown sediments. How-

ever, it is very common in the sediments of the Croatan and Waccamaw

Formations where the mean grain size is larger. In this study G_^ americana

was found in samples 03-2, 08-2, 09-5, 09-4, and 09-1, but never did it

constitute more than 2% of the bivalve fauna.

The round, moderately inflated shell suggests that G^ americana is

an efficient but shallow-burrowing bivalve. The glycymerids tend to plow

forward during burrowing, and the forward component of their movement often

leads to varying life positions.

Glycymeris subovata (Say)
Pectunculus subovata SAY, 1824. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, v. 4,

1st ser., p. 140, pi. 10, fig. 4.

This is an extinct species, which has a stratigraphic range from the

Yorktown to the Duplin Formation (Campbell jet al., 1975). Glycymeris

subovata is a glycymerid with rounded unstriated ribs and with little or

no periostracum (Nicol, 1956). The living species that most closely

resembles G_^ subovata is G_^ pectinata (Gmelin) . G_^ pectinata lives in

subtropical and tropical waters (Abbott, 1954) and prefers coarse substrates

in subtidal environments (Stanley, 1970). Thomas (1975) found G_^^ pectinata

in three different environments around the Florida Keys. He found
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isolated individuals distributed off-shore on unstable, poorly sorted

skeletal sands in 2 to 5 m of water, and on very shallow subtidal gravel

banks swept by strong currents. Glycymeris pectinata was most abundant

in sheltered bays in 1 to 4 m of water where the substrate consists of a

thin veneer of coarse skeletal sand overlying an eroded limestone platform,

Glycymeris pectinata occurred here without any other bivalves, this sub-

strate being inappropriate for habitation by most infaunal bivalves.

Glycymeris pectinata is common south of Cape Lookout in sandy substrates

in 40 m of water where it is associated with an assemblage located above

a submerged reef (Menzies et al., 1966).

The glycymerids lack siphons and are, therefore, shallow borrowers.

Their shape notwithstanding, glycymerids are sluggish borrowers (Stanley,

1970) . However, the round shape enables them to easily plow through

sediment once the shallow life position is reached (Thomas, 1975).

G. subovata is found in samples 04-1, 05-1, 07-3, 08-1, 08-2, 09-5,

09-4, 09-2, 09-1, 10-3, 11-1, and 11-2. In samples 09-2, 09-1, 11-1, and

11-2 G_^ subovata constitutes 5 - 107o of the bivalve fauna.

HIATELLA Bose, 1801

Hlatella arctica (Linne)
Mya aretica LINNE, 1767. Syst. Nat., 12th Ed., p. 1113.

Hiatella arctica is an extant species that first appeared in the

Calvert Formation (Glenn, 1904). It occurs in arctic to tropical waters

(Morris, 1975). Hiatella arctica nestles into rocky substrates in the

intertidal shallow nearshore zones. It attaches by means of byssal threads

and remains fixed for life (Yonge, 1971-1972), often becoming distorted

during growth as the animal outgrows the cavity in which it is living

(Hunter, 1949).
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Hiatella árctica has been reported north of Cape Fear in 90 to 110 m

of water (Menzies e^ , 1966) and from Cape Hatteras to Cape Fear in 26

to 87 m of water. It occurs on coarse to very coarse sand with silt-clay

content less than 107o in areas of strong tidal currents in Long Island

Sound (Franz, 1976).

Hiatella arctica is found in samples 07-1, 07-2, 07-3, 08-1, 08-2,

09-5, 09-4, and 10-2.

KUPHUS Guettard, 1770

Kuphus calamus (Lea)
Teredo calamus LEA, 1846. Am Philos. Soc. Trans., v. 9, new ser., p. 234,

pi. 34, fig. 4.

The tubes of Kuphus calamus occur in the Yorktown and Duplin Forma-

tions (Campbell ^ 1975). Kuphus burrows vertically into mud substrates,

lining the burrow with a calcareous tube that has irregular growth rings

(Cox, 1969). The distribution of the tubes of incrassatus in the

Chipóla Formation of Florida was limited to sediments with relatively high

silt-clay content (Vokes, 1972).

The tubes of ^ calamus were found in samples 07-1, 07-2, and 07-3.

LITHOPHAGA Roding, 1798

Lithophaga sp.

This genus bores into rock surfaces, excavating its own cavity and

retaining a byssus for attachment inside the cavity. According to

Campbell _et aJ^. (1975), two species occur in the Yorktown: ^ pectinicola

Olsson and yorkensis Olsson. The specimen encountered in sample 08-2

is not referable to either of these species.

LUCINA Bruguiere, 1797

Lucina anodonta Say
Lucina anodonta SAY, 1824. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, v. 4,

1st ser., p. 146 - 147, pi. 10, fig. 9.
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Lucína anodonta is an extinct species found in the Calvert, Choptank,

Yorktown, Duplin, and Waccamaw Formations (Campbell e_t ¿1., 1975; Bretsky,

1976). The most closely related extant species is L. floridana Conrad.

According to Abbott (1954) and Morris (1975), floridana is confined to

the Gulf of Mexico. In the Mississippi Sound it is commonly encountered

in the grass flats on the sound side of the barrier islands (Moore, 1960).

Lucina anodonta is found in samples 07-1, 09-2, 10-3, 11-1, and 11-2.

The thick shell could provide stability in a shifting substrate.

Lucina crenulata Conrad
Lucina crenulata CONRAD, 1840. Fossils of the Tertiary, p. 39, pi. 20,

fig. 2.

Lucina crenulata is an extinct species with a stratigraphic range

from the Calvert to the Duplin Formation (Glenn, 1904; Campbell e_t ,

1975) . Lucina crenulata is similar to the extant species ^ multilineata

Tuomey and Holmes, which occurs in subtropical and tropical waters (Morris,

1975). Lucina multilineata has been reported in the following areas: the

Newport River Estuary and on the adjacent shallow shelf to depths of 13 m

(Bird, 1970); south-southeast of Cape Hatteras to Beaufort Inlet, and in

Bogue Sound from 6 to 47 m of water (Porter, 1974); and in Breton and

Chandeleur Sounds, Louisiana in 2 to 6 m of water (Parker, 1956). Lucina

multilineata is most common on sandy substrates (Dubar and Howard, 1963).

Assemblages dominated by lucinoids suggest a high degree of ecologi-

cal stress, such as low food supply, stagnant conditions, and large fluctu-

ations in temperature and salinity (Allen, 1958; Stanley, 1970; Jackson,

1973). Where several species of lucinoids are dominant they occur almost

to the exclusion of other eulamellibranch taxa. Commonly, deposit feeding

nuculoids are associates to the lucinoid assemblages (Allen, 1958). Jackson

(1973) found that the Lucinidae are more tolerant to physiological stress
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than are most other nonlucinoid eulamellibranchs. He found that larger

bivalves (greater than 15 mm in length) are generally more tolerant to

physiological stress than are smaller ones. These large species are rare

or absent from more normal, stable shelf environments where small forms

(5 to 15 mm in length) are usually most abundant. The reason for this

distribution is not clear. Dunbar (1970), working with arctic lucinoid

species, suggested that the lucinoid adaptation for feeding on all avail-

able food is selectively advantageous under stressful conditions where

food supply is low. Bretsky (1976) concluded that lucinoids favor marginal

conditions where few species are adapted to living; but there is little

evidence that lucinoids are competitively inferior to other eulamellibranch

bivalves. The distribution of six tropical species of lucinoids could not

be correlated with the physical characteristics of the sediments (Jackson,

1973).

Lucina crenulata is the most common bivalve in this study. It was

found in every fossiliferous sample. It comprises over 50% of the bivalve

fauna in samples 03-2, 04-2, 05-1, 07-2, 07-3, and 08-1, reaching a maxi-

mum of 65.5% in sample 05-1. In eight samples it comprises 20% to 40% of

the bivalve fauna (02-1, NTOl-1, 03-1, 04-1, 05-7, 07-1, 08-2, and 09-5).

Its relative abundance is 5% to 19%, of the bivalve fauna in samples 01-1,

01-2, 02-2, 05-5, 09-4, 09-1, 10-3, and 11-1. In the remaining five samples

it is less than 5%, the minimum being 0.8% in 06-2, a poorly preserved

sample.

Lucina cribraria Say
Lucina cribraria SAY, 1824. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, v. 4,

1st ser., p. 147, pi. 13, fig. 1.

Lucinia cribraria is an extinct species that occurs in the Yorktown

and Duplin Formations (Campbell , 1975) . It closely resembles the
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extant _L^ nassula Conrad (Bretsky, 1976) , which occurs in subtropical and

tropical waters (Morris, 1975). Lucina nassula ranges from "shallow water"

to depths of 183 m (Abbott, 1954). Porter (1974) reports nassula south

of Beaufort Inlet in 18 to 30 m of water.

The strong concentric and radial ornamentation indicates that

cribraria is a sluggish burrower. The marginal denticulation may provide

added stability in a shifting substrate.

Lucina cribraria is found in samples 06-2, 07-1, 07-2, 07-3, and 08-1.

In sample 06-2 it constitutes 7% of the bivalve fauna.

Lucina trisulcata Conrad
Lucina trisulcata CONRAD, 1841. Am. Jour. Sci., v. 41, 1st ser., p. 346.

Lucina trisulcata is an extant species found in the Calvert, Yorktown,

Duplin, and Waccamaw Formations (Campbell et a^., 1975). It occurs in

subtropical and tropical waters at depths of 18 to 36 m (Dubar and Howard,

1963). Porter (1974) reported it south-southeast of Cape Hatteras to Cape

Fear in 26 to 58 m of water. In the Gulf of Mexico it is reported in 6.5

to 11 m of water (Perry and Schwengel, 1955).

Lucina trisulcata is found in samples 09-2, 09-1, 11-1, and 11-2.

In sample 09-1 it constitutes 5% of the bivalve fauna.

MACOMA Leach, 1819

Macoma virginiana (Conrad)
Tellina virginiana CONRAD, 1866. Am. Jour. Conchology, v. 2, p. 76.

Macoma virginiana is an extinct species that occurs in the Yorktown

and Waccamaw Formations (Campbell _et ¿1., 1975). Today the genus is

characteristic of higher latitudes. Two of the better known extant species,

M. balthica (Linne) and tenta (Say), are both polar to subtropical

(Abbott, 1954). ^ balthica and M. phenax are the characteristic species
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at the head of the Newport River Estuary in water 1 to 3 m deep where

salinities are less than normal marine and the substrate consists of

muddy, very fine sand. These two species are the only infaunal bivalves

present (Bird, 1970). In the Pamlico River Estuary ^ balthica is charac-

teristic of the mesohaline zone. Macoma phenax replaces M. balthica in

more saline waters in the estuary (Tennor, 1970). A similar relation was

reported in the Neuse River (Porter, 1969) . In the Mississippi Delta area

M. mitchelli and ^ tageliformis are characteristic of the delta front and

lower distributaries in shallow water of lower salinity (2-10°Q and in

fine, clayey silt substrates. They occur with Rangia and Crassostrea in

a low diversity assemblage. Macoma tenta is found in the upper sound area

of the delta in higher salinities, 10-19%©(Parker, 1956). In Buzzards Bay

M. tenta is the characteristic bivalve of the Nearshore Facies in 3 to 7.5

m of water. The abundance of ^ tenta is related to the silt-clay content

of the substrate. A selective deposit feeder, it becomes more abundant with

increasing abundance of silt-clay (Driscoll and Brandon, 1973).

Macoma tenta inhabits organic-rich, muddy bottoms in shallow, restricted

subtidal environments; ^ balthica has similar ecological habits (Stanley,

1970). Macoma tenta is a moderately rapid but shallow borrower that

penetrates 1 to 2 cm below the sediment surface. It lies with the convex

valve down, like Tellina. Macoma balthica is also a moderately rapid

borrower but burrows to depths of 15 to 20 cm. Life position is attained

by rotating slightly forward from the erect probing orientation (Stanley,

1970) .

Macoma virginiana resembles ^ tenta. The former has a rostrate

posterior margin while the latter has a blunt posterior. The life habit
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of ^ virglnana was probably similar to that of ^ tenta. The rostrate

posterior margin of ^ virginiana suggests an even shallower life posi-

tion. Macoma virginiana is found in samples 03-2, 05-1, 07-1, 07-2, 08-1,

and 09-5. It never comprises more than 57» of the bivalve fauna.

MACROCALLISTA Meek, 1876

Macrocallista reposta (Conrad)
Cytherea reposta CONRAD, 1834. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, v. 7,

1st ser., p. 132.

Macrocallista reposta is an extinct species found in the Yorktown and

Duplin Formations (Campbell et ^., 1975). Macrocallista reposta is not

as elongate as the extant M. nimbosa, but otherwise the two species are

similar. ^ nimbosa is found in subtropical and tropical waters (Clench,

1942). Another similar species, M. maculata, is also found in subtropical

and tropical waters (Clench, 1942).

Akin and Humm (1959) studied the distribution of M. nimbosa at

Alligator Harbor, Florida. They found that it prefers sandy substrates

surrounded by eel grass in shallow water. Stanley (1970) states that ^

nimbosa prefers clean sand in intertidal and shallow subtidal settings.

It is commonly found in shifting sands of exposed tidal flats. Porter

(1974) reports nimbosa north of Cape Lookout to Bogue Inlet in 0 to

21 m of water, and maculata southeast of Ocracoke Inlet to Cape Fear

in 23 to 40 m of water. The preference for sand flats is also noted by

Aller (1912) and by Kirby-Smith and Gray (1973).

Macrocallista nimbosa is a rapid burrower. The elongate shell moves

forward during burrowing. The life position changes during ontogeny with

the adults living shallower than juveniles and at less of an angle to the

substrate surface (Stanley, 1970).
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Macrocallista reposta is found in samples 05-1, 08-2, 09-2, 10-3,

11-1, and 11-2. It never comprises more than 2% of the bivalve fauna.

MARGARITARIA Conrad, 1849

Marsaritaria abrupta (Conrad)
Pholadomya abrupta CONRAD, 1832. Fossil shells of the Medial Tertiary,

p. 26, pi. 12.

Margaritaria abrupta is an extinct species found in the Calvert,

St. Marys, Yorktown, Duplin, and Waccamaw Formations (Glenn, 1904;

Campbell e_t al. , 1975). The genus was discussed by Vokes (1964). Shell

features such as the large siphonal gapes, edentous hinge, distinct palliai

line and palliai sinus, and thin nacreous valves suggest a deep burrowing

habit. Specimens at the two outcrops where abrupta was recovered were

articulated and orientated with the long axis vertical. A vertical life

position is characteristic of other deep burrowers such as Panopea, Panomya,

and Cyrtodaria (Yonge, 1971-1972).

Margaritaria abrupta is found in samples 07-1 and 08-1.

MERCENARIA Schumacher, 1817

Mercenaria campechiensis rileyi (Conrad)
Venus rileyi CONRAD, 1838. Fossils of the Medial Tertiary of the United

States, p. 9, pi. 16, fig. 1.

Mercenaria campechiensis rileyi is an extinct form found in the York-

town, Duplin, and Waccamaw Formations (Campbell e^ al.., 1975). The com-

mercial value of the extant M. mercenaria and M. campechiensis has gener-

ated a large amount of research concerning their biology (for a complete

bibliography see Porter, 1974). Mercenaria campechiensis (Gmelin) is found

in temperate to tropical waters and ^ mercenaria is found from boreal to

tropical waters (Morris, 1975).

M. mercenaria is found in a variety of environmental settings. Stanley

(1970) cites it from intertidal and shallow subtidal environments in sands
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or muddy sands. Gravel sized debris and/or pebbles are needed for larval

settlement (Carricker, 1961). A marginal marine setting for ^ mercenaria

has been reported by Aller (1912) and Bird (1970) in Newport River Estuary,

Driscoll and Brandon (1973) in northwest Buzzards Bay, Franz (1976) in

Long Island Sound, and Pratt and Campbell (1956) in Narragansett Bay, Rhode

Island. Occurrences of this species in shallow shelf environments have

been reported by Cerame-Vivas and Gray (1966) off Cape Hatteras and by

Porter (1974) between Drum Inlet and Cape Fear in 0 to 6 m of water.

Mercenaria campechiensis occurs in environments similar to those in-

habited by ^ mercenaria. It lives in open bay and shallow shelf environ-

ments at depths from 0 to 22 m (Dubar and Howard, 1963). Merrill and Ropes

(1967) reported ^ campechiensis at depths from 10 to 36 m on sand and shell

substrates. Around the Mississippi Delta ^ campechiensis texana is a

common open bay and sound form (Parker, 1954).

Mercenaria mercenaria is a moderately rapid borrower with adaptions

for stability once the large shell is buried (Stanley, 1970). Features

include thick valves, an elongate and pointed posterior, and a rounded

anterior. The life position is with the posterior up and the long axis

of the shell angled at approximately 45° to the vertical (Stanley, 1970).

Mercenaria campechiensis rileyi is not common in this study. The

large size of entire valves limits the number likely to be recovered in a

random bulk sample. Most of the specimens recovered are fragments of

individual valves. The distinction between ^ campechiensis s.s. and ^

campechiensis rileyi is based on valve outline. Because all entire valves

were indentified as M_^ campechiensis rileyi, fragments were also interpreted

as representatives of this subspecies. It is found in samples 01-1, NTOl-1,
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05-1, 07-L, 09-2, 09-1, 10-3, and 11-1. In sample NTOl-1 it comprises 5%

of the bivalve fauna. Entire valves are found in samples NTOl-1 and 07-1;

all other samples listed contained only beaks.

Mercenaria tridacnoides (Lamarck)
Venus tridacnoides LAMARCK, 1818. Histoire naturelle des animax sans

vertebres, v. 5, p. 558.

Mercenaria tridacnoides is an extinct species found in the Yorktown

and Duplin Formations (Campbell e_t ¿1., 1975). It is a highly inflated

form and the ventral area is wavey, producing a zig-zag margin. The in-

flated valves would be a hinderance to burrowing but would provide more

stability once the life position was attained.

Only one large articulated specimen was recovered in the bulk sampling

(sample 09-5). The species was seen adjacent to sample 08-1, but was not

recovered in the bulk sample.

MILTHA H. and A. Adams, 1856

Miltha contracta (Say)
Lucina contracta SAY, 1824. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, v. 4,

1st ser., p. 145, pi. 10, fig. 8.

Miltha contracta is an extinct species that ranges from the Calvert

through the Duplin Formations (Glenn, 1904; Campbell ^ aT., 1975). The

closest related living species to it is M. filosa (Stimpson). Miltha

filosa occurs in boreal to subtropical waters (Morris, 1975). North of

Cape Hatteras specimens grow to 8 cm, while south of Cape Hatteras they

grow to only 4 cm (Abbott, 1954). Miltha filosa is a cold-water species

that lives at greater depths in lower latitudes (Bretsky, 1976). It has

been reported north of Cape Hatteras (Cerame-Vivas and Gray, 1966), south

of Cape Lookout in 120 to 200 m of water (Day £t ¿1., 1971), and from

Oregon Inlet to south of Bogue Inlet in 90 to 250 m of water (Porter, 1974).
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Miltha contracta is found in samples 01-1, 02-1, 05-1, 06-2, 07-1,

07-2, 07-3, 08-1, 08-2, 09-4, 09-2, 10-2, 10-3, 11-1, and 11-2. Articu-

lated specimens are common and many specimens are preserved in life posi-

tion.

MODIOLUS Lamarck, 1799

Modiolus ducatelii (Conrad)
Modiola ducatelii CONRAD, 1840. Fossils of the Medial Tertiary of the

United States, p. 53, pi. 28, fig. 2.

Modiolus ducatelii is an extinct species ranging from the Calvert

through the Yorktown Formation (Glenn, 1904; Campbell £t ¿1., 1975). It

is similar to three extant species: ^ modiolus, M. demissus, and ^

americanus. M. modiolus occurs in arctic to subtropical waters, ^ demis-

sus in boreal to tropical waters, and ^ americanus in subtropical and

tropical waters (Morris, 1975). The three have different life habits

(Stanley, 1970). Modiolus modiolus prefers coarse shifting sands, rocky

surfaces, or a gravel-sand mixture in semi-protected enclosures among

rocky prominences. In life position the animal lies partially buried with

the posterior portion of the shell exposed. Modiolus demissus is a low

intertidal marsh mussel which lives epifaunally, attached to buried stems

and roots of marsh grass. Modiolus americanus occurs in very shallow sub-

tidal grass flats on clean sand. It lives infaunally, completely buried

in the sediment and attached to grass by a strong byssus.

Modiolus americanus has been reported from Cape Lookout to Cape Fear

and in Bogue and Core Sounds in 3 to 29 m of water (Porter, 1974).

Modiolus modiolus occurs from Oregon Inlet to New River Inlet in 23 to

81 m of water (Porter, 1974). In Long Island Sound it is confined to

areas of coarse shifting substrates (Franz, 1976). Modiolus demissus
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occurs in large clusters in grass flats in the Newport River Estuary

(McDougall, 1943).

It is interesting to note that of the three extant species, ^ demis-

sus, the only epifaunal form, is also the only one with radial ribs. The

ribs probably strengthen the shell against damage. Because ^ ducatelii is

smooth shelled, I interpret its life habit as being similar to that of

M. modiolus and americanas. That is, it was a very shallow burrowing

infaunal form, using a byssus to attach to subsurface holdfasts.

Modiolus ducatelii is found in samples 01-2, NTOl-1, 07-1, 07-2, 07-3,

08-1, 08-2, 09-5, 09-4, 09-1, 10-2, and 11-2. A fragment assignable to

Modiolus sp. was recovered in sample 01-1.

MULINIA Gray, 1837

Mulinia congesta (Conrad)
Mactra congesta CONRAD, 1833. Am. Jour. Sci., v. 23, 1st ser., p. 340.

Mulinia congesta is an extinct species found in the Yorktown and

Duplin Formations (Campbell ^ al.» 1975). It is closely related to the

extant species M. lateralis (Say), and juvenille specimens of the two

species are indistinguishable. Mulinia lateralis is a lagoonal species

and an explosive opportunist that invades benthic communities in a temporal-

ly and spatially sporadic manner (Levington, 1970). Large accumulations of

dead shells occur in the muddy portions of Long Island Sound (Sanders,

1956), in the muddy portions of Naragansett Bay, Rhode Island (Stickney

and Stringer, 1957), and in very fine, fluid, silty clay to clayey silt

substrates on the pro-delta slope and distributary mouths of the Missis-

sippi Delta (Parker, 1956). Live specimens of M. lateralis are rare in

these areas. Live specimens have been noted in the Neuse River and

Pamlico River, and in Bogue, Core, and Pamlico Sounds in 1 to 8 m of water
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(Porter, 1974). In the Pamlico River Estuary ^ lateralis is character-

istic of the polyhaline section located at the mouth of the river in sand

and mud substrates. The occurrence in mud substrates is only seasonal

(Tennor, 1970). Mulinia is not part of a stable, long lived community

but rather invades an area as ecological conditions dictate (Levington,

1970).

The small valves of juvenile ^ lateralis provide less buoyancy, thus

Increasing the juvenile mortality rate (Levington and Bambach, 1970). It

has been shown that the pH of the water can limit the embryonic development

of ^ lateralis (Calabrese, 1970). Embryonic development occurs in water

where the pH is between 7.25 and 8.25. High concentrations of silt can

lower the pH of sea water to 6.40, thus limiting larval development

(Calabrese and Davis, 1966). The great abundances of shell reported by

previous workers were not noted by Driscoll and Brandon (1973) in Buzzards

Bay or by Franz (1976) in Long Island Sound. It is not known what causes

the invasions of lateralis (Levington, 1970).

Mulinia lateralis prefers a soupy, silt-clay substrate in restricted

bays, lagoons, and estuaries. It is not found in clean, shifting sands

(Stanley, 1970). It occurs in waters "saltier than those containing

Rangia" (Porter and Tyler, 1971, p. 20) to hypersaline environments, such

as those in Laguna Madre, Texas (Moore, 1960). The thin valves of this

short-siphonate filter feeder are adapted for increased buoyancy to avoid

ciliary clogging by high bottom turbidity (Stanley, 1970). The adult valves

of ^ congesta are thicker than adult valves of ^ lateralis, which would

reduce buoyancy and increase stability while slowing burrowing speed.

M. lateralis is a moderately rapid borrower with a life position in which

the long axis is vertical (Stanley, 1970). It lives in boreal to tropical
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waters (Morris, 1975).

M. conaesta is the second most abundant species encountered in this

study. It was found in every sample except 10-1, 10-2, and 11-1. In

samples 01-2, 02-1, 02-2, 03-1, 04-1, 05-5, and 10-3 it comprises over

50% of the bivalve fauna, the maximum being 87% in sample 05-5. It con-

stitutes 20 to 49% of the bivalve fauna in samples 04-2, 05-7, and 08-2.

In seven samples (06-2, 07-1, 07-2, 07-3, 08-1, 09-5, 11-2) it comprises

less than 5% of the bivalve fauna. Its relative abundances in the re-

maining samples are; NTOl-1, 12%; 05-1, 15%,; 09-4, 11%,; 09-2, 5%.; and

09-1, 14%.

MYSELLA Angas, 1877

Mysella cf. ^ bladenensis Gardner
Mysella bladenensis GARDNER, 1943. U. S. Geol. Surv. Prof. Paper 199-A,

p. 86, pi. 14, figs. 17, 18.

Mysella bladenensis is an extinct species found in the Yorktown and

Waccamaw Formations (Campbell £t ^., 1975). Mysella planulata Stimpson,

the best known extant species of the western Atlantic, is found in boreal

to tropical waters (Morris, 1975). It occurs in the Newport River Estuary

and in adjacent offshore areas to depths of 13 m in medium to very fine

grained substrates (Bird, 1970). It also occurs south-southeast of Beaufort

Inlet to depths as great as 63 m (Porter, 1974). Mysella planulata occurs

in northeast Long Island Sound, commonly on very fine sand substrates that

contain much silt and clay (Franz, 1976).

Mysella is a commensal bivalve living on the abdomen of marine

arthropods. It can also crawl on the foot like a gastropod (Boss, 1965).

Mysella cf. ^ bladenensis is found in samples 07-1, 07-2, 07-3, 08-1,

08-5, and 09-4.
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NOETIA Gray, 1857

Noetia incile (Say)
Area Incile SAY, 1824. Jour. Acad, Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, v. 4, 1st

ser., p. 139, pi. 1, fig. 3.

Noetia trigintinaria (Conrad)
Anomalocardia trigintinaria CONRAD, 1863. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia,

Proc., V. 14, p. 289.

Noetia incile is an extinct form which belongs to the lineage that

eventually led to ponderosa, a species found along modern coastlines

in temperate to tropical waters (Morris, 1975). It is a shallow borrower

which prefers clean sand substrates and considerable wave or current

action (Stanley, 1970). It lives in waters 12 to 14 m deep (Porter, 1974).

The large umbone serves as an anchor during burrowing sequences. Noetia

incile is more elongate than ^ poderosa and the umbone is smaller and

positioned more anteriorly. The evolution of the lineage is discussed by

Bird (1965). Noetia incile was probably a less efficient borrower; it may

even have been epifaunal. The importance of the umbone to burrowing has

been discussed by Stanley (1975).

Specimens questionably referred to Noetia trigintinaria (Conrad) are

found in samples 01-2 and 04-1. Noetia trigintinaria is the "second" form

in the incile - ^ ponderosa lineage. According to Bird (1965) ^

trigintinaria is restricted to the Duplin Formation.

NUCULA Lamarck, 1799

Nucula próxima Say
Nucula próxima SAY, 1822. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, v. 2,

1st ser., p. 270.

This extant species is found in boreal to tropical waters (Abbott,

1954). A relationship between the distribution of ^ próxima and the

silt-clay content of the substrate has been noted in a number of areas.

Sanders (1956) noted that the silt-clay content controlled the distribution
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of this deposit feeder in Long Island Sound. A similar situation was

noted by Sanders (1958) in Buzzards Bay. In both cases, the greatest

abundance of ^ próxima occurs in sediments with a silt-clay fraction

of 35% or more. Bird (1970) reported ^ próxima in open-ocean to mid-

estuary assemblages in poorly sorted, fine to very fine sands. Driscoll

and Brandon (1973) found maximum abundances of próxima in shallow

protected facies in water less than 3 m deep and in substrates with a

mean grain size of less than 2.5^(0.18 mm). Levinton and Bambach (1975)

observed a similar relationship between the increase of the silt-clay con-

tent and an increase in the numbers of ^ próxima in Quisset Harbor,

Massachusetts. Franz (1976) noted that the numbers of Nucula decline

with increasing sediment particle size in Fisher Island Sound, Connecticut.

In all of the above examples próxima occurs in protected marginal

environments. Conversely, Parker (1956) states that próxima is most

common at depths of 24 to 91 m in silty clay and clayey sand substrates.

Nucula próxima is a moderately rapid borrower with a variable life

position (Stanley, 1970). The feeding of large numbers of N. próxima

keeps the sediment-water interface mobile and soupy. The resuspended

silt inhibits the activities of siphonate bivalves and limits their dis-

tribution (Rhoads and Young, 1970; Levinton and Bambach, 1975).

Nucula próxima occurrs in samples 01-2, NTOl-1, 05-7, 06-2, 07-1,

07-2, 07-3, 08-1, 10-3, and 11-1. All of these samples except two (01-1,

NTOl-1) have a silt-clay content of less than 257», most less than 157,.

Nucula próxima never constitutes more than 5% of the bivalve fauna.

Nucula taphria Dali
Nucula taphria DALL, 1895. Wagner Free Inst. Sci. Trans., v. 3, pt. 5,

p. 576, pi. 32, fig. 14.

Nucula taphria is an extinct species found in the Yorktown and Duplin
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Formations (Campbell e_t , 1975) . It differs from ^ próxima in being

more obese, and in having strong external concentric grooves on the

ventral margin and fewer hinge teeth. The increased inflation of the

valves and the concentric ornamentation would have made taphria a

slower, less efficient burrower than ^ próxima. However, taphria

would have been more stable once the maximum depth of burial was attained.

Nucula taphria would also have been slower and less efficient at lateral

movement during feeding.

Nucula taphria is found in samples 01-2, 04-2, 05-1, 07-1, 07-2,

07-3, 08-1, 08-2, 09-5, 09-4, 09-2, 10-2, 11-1, and 11-2, a distribution

similar to ^ próxima. Nowhere does ^ taphria constitute more than 2%

of the bivalve fauna.

NUCUIANA Link, 1807

Nuculana acuta (Conrad)
Nucula acuta CONRAD, 1832. Amer. Marine Conchology, p. 32, pi. 6, fig. 1.

Although this extant species is found in boreal to tropical waters

(Morris, 1975) it is much more common in warm waters. A deposit feeder,

it lives in very fine sands at depths up to 15 m in the open ocean off the

Newport River Estuary (Bird, 1970). However, it is known to occur off the

North Carolina coast at depths of 20 to 58 m where it is "very common in

some areas" (Porter, 1974). Parker (1956) noted that the distribution of
•i ■>

N. eborea, a closely species, could be correlated to the distribution of

of silty clays in the lower sound region around the Mississippi Delta.

Moore (1960) cited N^ acuta to be abundant in shallow offshore waters.

N. acuta is found in samples 01-1, 01-2, 02-1, 02-2, NTOl-1, 03-2,

04-1, 04-2, 05-1, 05-7, 09-2, 10-2, 10-3, 11-1, and 11-2. In all samples

N. acuta comprises less than 2% of the bivalve fauna.
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OSTREA Linné, 1758

Ostrea compressiróstra Say
Ostrea compressirostra SAY, 1824. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia,

V. 4, 1st ser., p. 135.

Ostrea compressirostra is an extinct species that occurs in the

Yorktown and Duplin Formations (Campbell et ^., 1975). The commercial

value of Ostrea and Crassostrea has generated volumes of data on their

biology (see Stenzel, 1971; Porter, 1974). Ostrea equestris occurs in

subtropical and tropical waters and Crassostrea virginlca is found in

boreal to tropical waters (Morris, 1975). Oysters, which require a hard

substrate for larval development often colonize other oyster shells.

Crassostrea virginica lives in restricted bays or estuaries where the

salinity ranges from 10 to 297oo (Wells, 1961). Ostrea equestris lives in

high salinity areas of sounds and offshore in 1 to 19 m of water (Porter,

1974).

Ostrea compressirostra reaches 18 cm in length and is almost as wide

as it is long. Compared to other oysters, it is relatively constant in

external morphology. In outcrop compressirostra is found as single

specimens, never in clusters like 0^ sculpturata. 0. compressirostra is

found in samples 01-1, 02-1, 02-2, NTOl-1, 03-1, 05-1, 05-5, 05-7, 06-2,

07-2, 07-3, 08-2, 09-4, 09-2, 09-1, 10-3, 11-1, and 11-2.

Ostrea sculpturata Conrad
Ostrea sculpturata CONRAD, 1840. Fossils of the Medial Tertiary of the

United States, no. 2.

Ostrea sculpturata is an extinct species found in the Yorktown and

Duplin Formations (Campbell £t al., 1975). The external morphology of

0. sculpturata is highly variable. At a position stratigraphically

equivalent to that of samples 09-5 and 08-1 several specimens of 0_j_

sculpturata are cemented together, but no apparent substrate was seen.
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The habits of 0^ sculpturata are probably similar to those of 0^ equestris

(see preceding species). Debar and Howard (1963) suggested that 0. sculp-

turata ranged from Crassostrea virginica reefs to shallow shelf environ-

ments. Octree sculpturata is the third most common bivalve encountered in

this study. It occurs in every sample except 11-1. In sample 10-1, it

comprises 96% of the bivalve fauna; in 10-2, 417» of the fauna; in 06-2,

177>; in 05-1, 11%; and 09-1 and 10-3, 67o of the bivalve fauna. Sample

10-1 lies directly above the Yorktown-Black Creek contact, and the Black

Creek Formation crops out just upstream from 06-2. Perhaps ledges of

resistant Black Creek materials served as the substrate for oyster bioherms.

Ostrea trigonalis Conrad
Ostrea trigonalis CONRAD, 1854. Wailes' Kept. Agrie, and Geol. Miss.,

p. 289, pi. 14, fig. 10.

Ostrea trigonalis, an extinct species previously reported from the

Choptank Formation (Glenn, 1904) and the Duplin Formation (Campbell et £l.,

1975), is thinner and more elongate than the two species of oyster pre-

viously discussed. Abundant specimens were recovered only from those

samples (01-1 and NTOl-1) taken at the base of the Yorktown, just above

the underlying nonconformable contact. In sample 01-1 0^ trigonalis com-

prises 26% of the bivalve fauna; in NTOl-1, 22% of the fauna. Rare speci-

mens are also encountered in 07-3 and 08-2.

PANDORA Brugiere, 1797

Pandora arenosa Conrad
Pandora arenosa CONRAD, 1834. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, v. 7,

1st ser., p. 130.

This extant species is found in subtropical and tropical waters

(Boss and Merrill, 1965). Most modern species of the genus Pandora are

more common in cooler waters. Pandora arenosa prefers a coarse substrate

in shallow water (Boss and Merrill, 1965) occurring in the Gulf of Mexico
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at depths of 6.5 to 11 m (Perry and Schwengel, 1955); southeast of New

River Inlet in 25 to 30 m of water (Porter, 1974); off Cape Hatteras in

13 to 16 m of water (Wells et a_l. , 1961); and from Cape Hatteras to Cape

Fear at depths of 28 to 70 m (Boss and Merrill, 1965).

According to Boss and Merrill (1965), P. bushiana is the closest

relative to ^ arenosa. Its ecological tolerances are similar to those

of ^ arenosa (Boss and Merrill, 1965; Porter, 1974). Menzies e¿ al.

(1966) found ^ bushiana south of Cape Hatteras on sandy substrates at

a depth of 40 m.

Pandora arenosa is present in samples 03-2, 07-1, 08-1, 08-2, 09-5,

and 11-1. It never constitutes more than 2% of the bivalve fauna.

Pandora conradl Mansfield
Pandora conradi MANSFIELD, 1929. U. S. Natl. Mus. Proc., v. 74, p. 8,

pi. 5, figs. 4, 5.

Pandora conradi is an extinct species found in the Yorktown and

Duplin Formations (Campbell e_t al. , 1975). The function of the elongate,

curved posterior is unknown. However, the hook shape might enhance

stability on a current swept bottom by placing the mass of the animal

farther from the axis of rotation.

Pandora conradi is found only in sample 03-2.

Pandora crassidens Conrad
Pandora crassidens CONRAD, 1838. Fossils of the Medial Tertiary, p. 2,

pi. 1, fig. 2.

This extinct species occurs in the St. Marys, Yorktwon, Duplin, and

Waccamaw Formations (Glenn, 1904; Campbell £t ¿1., 1975), and is the

immediate precursor to the extant gouldiana (Dali), that occurs in

temperate to boreal waters. It is a common member of the littoral fauna

of New England (Boss and Merrill, 1965). In Buzzards Bay, Massachusetts

it has been reported from 1 to more than 9 m of water in protected and
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open areas where substrates range from fine sands with a high silt-clay

content to medium gravelly sands (Driscoll and Brandon, 1973). Around

Woods Hole it ranges from 5 to 25 m, predominantly in mud, sand, or muddy

sand but occasionally in gravelly substrates (Boss and Merrill, 1965).

In Fishers Island Sound the distribution of gouldiana could not be

correlated with a sediment type, as it occurs in all types except very

fine sands and silts (Franz, 1976). In Long Island Sound it was noted in

sediments with a gravel or silt-clay content greater than 10% (Sanders,

1956).

Stanley (1970) observed that gouldiana prefers hard, coarse sub-

strates in subtidal environments that are swept by currents. This is in

opposition to the sheltered habitat described by other workers (Allen and

Allen, 1955; Driscoll and Brandon, 1973). Pandora gouldiana is a slow,

shallow borrower and is oriented with the convex valve downward in life

position (Stanley, 1970; Allen and Allen, 1955).

Pandora crassidens is found in samples 02-2, 03-2, 04-1, 07-1, 07-2,

08-1, 08-2, and 09-5. Never does it constitute more than 2%, of the

bivalve fauna.

PANOPEA Menard, 1807

Panopea goldfussi Wagner
Panopea goldfussi WAGNER, 1839. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, v. 8,

1st ser., p. 52, pi. 1, fig. 3.

Panopea goldfussi is an extinct species that ranges from the Calvert

to Yorktown Formations (Glenn, 1904; Campbell ¿t ^. , 1975). One species

of the genus, ^ bitruncata, occurs rarely in the western Atlantic today.

The genus Panopea is a conservative one and all the species are similar.

Panopea bitruncata occurs in subtropical to marginal tropical waters

(Robertson, 1963). It was reported off Bogue Banks in 0 to 12 m of water
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(Porter, 1974) and south of Cape Hatteras (Cerame-Vivas and Gray, 1966).

Parker (1956) noted bltruncata from the shallow shelf (to 24 m) off

the barrier islands in the Mississippi Delta. Vokes (1969) concluded

that ^ bitruncata is a deep water species because paired valves occur in

mudlump sediments in the Mississippi Delta. The best known extant

species is ^ generosa of the northeastern Pacific. It occurs from the

intertidal zone to depths of 15 m in protected bays and in all types of

substrates. It is known to occur in small colonies in the intertidal

zone (Yonge, 1971-1972).

Panopea is an extremely deep borrower, depths of 1 m being reported

for P. generosa (Yonge, 1971-1972). The large pedal and siphonal gapes

accomodate the huge foot and siphons. The deep burrow reduces the chance

of disinterment and, as a consequence, the hingement of Panopea is greatly

reduced (Stanley, 1970; Yonge, 1971-1972).

Panopea goldfussi is found in samples 07-1 and 08-2. Fragments

identified as Panopea sp. are found in samples 01-1, 03-1, 05-7, 07-1,

and 07-3. In outcrop it was seen in strata that are stratigraphically

equivalent to sample 09-4.

PARAMYA Conrad, 1861

Paramya subovata (Conrad)
Myalina subovata CONRAD, 1845. Fossils of the Medial Tertiary, p. 65,

pi. 36, fig. 4.

This extant species occurs in the Choptank Formation (Glenn, 1904)

and from the Yorktown to the Recent (Campbell e¿ a_l. , 1975). It is

characteristic of subtropical waters (Morris, 1975). South of Bogue

Inlet, North Carolina subovata occurs in 18 to 70 m of water (Porter,

1974).
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Paramya subovata has morphological similarities to deep borrowers

like Panopea and Panomya. These similarities include a large posterior

pedal gape and reduced hingement. ^ subovata differs from Panopea in

that it is inequivalved.

Paramya subovata occurs in samples 07-1, 07-2, and 08-1. Never does

it constitute more than 27» of the bivalve fauna.

PERIPLOMA Schumacher, 1817

Periploma antigua (Conrad)
Anatina antigua CONRAD, 1834. Fossils of the Medial Tertiary of the

United States, back cover of No. 1.

Periploma antigua is an extinct species found in the Yorktown

Formation (Campbell ^ > 1975). Four of the five extant species

listed by Morris (1975) live in temperate to boreal waters; the other

is subtropical. P_j_ inaequalis occurs on the west coast of Florida on

sand bottoms near the lower tidal zone (Perry and Schwengel, 1955).

Pandora fragile and ^ inaequalis are found in upper Breton and Chandeleur

Sounds in the Mississippi Delta region (Parker, 1956).

Periploma antigua is found in samples 09-5 and 11-1.

PITAR Romer, 1857

Pitar sayana (Conrad)
Cytherea sayana CONRAD, 1833. Am. Jour. Sci., v. 23, 1st ser., p. 345.

(=Calliocardita sayana)

Pitar sayana is an extinct species that ranges from the Choptank to

the Waccamaw Formation (Glenn, 1904; Campbell e¿ al., 1975) It is similar

to P^ morrhuana (Linsely), which lives today in subarctic to temperate

waters (Morris, 1975). The geographic ranges of other extant species

extend to tropical waters.

Pitar morrhuana is associated with the soft bottom Nephtys incisa-

Nucula próxima community in Buzzards Bay (Sanders, 1958). It is also
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found in the offshore, nearshore, and open bay facies in northeastern

Buzzards Bay (Driscoll and Brandon, 1973) in water depths of 3 to 9 m

or more and in fine sand to silt substrates. Porter (1974) reported Pj;_

morrhuana from Oregon Inlet to Cape Fear in 18 to 92 m of water.

The morphologic similarities between Pitar and Mercenaria suggest

that they have similar life habits. However, the valves of Pitar are

much thinner, which suggests a preference for substrates muddier than

those inhabited by Mercenaria. This interpretation is consistent with

the smaller average size of Pitar.

The thin valves of Pitar are easily fragmented and whole valves are

not common. Pitar sayana is found in samples 01-2, 03-1, 05-1, 07-1,

07-2, 07-3, 08-1, 08-2, 09-5, 09-2, 10-3, 11-1, and 11-2. It never com-

prises more than 5% of the bivalve fauna.

PLAGOPECTEN Verrill, 1897

(?)Placopecten decemnarius (Conrad)
Pecten decemnarius CONRAD, 1834. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia,

V. 7, 1st ser., p. 151.

(?)Placopecten decemnarius is an extinct species found in the Yorktown

and Duplin (?) Formations (Campbell ejt ¿1^., 1975). The difference between

(?)P. decemnarius and Placopecten s.s. is the external sculpture. (?)P.

decemnarius has numerous wide, flat radial ribs with fine secondary ribs,

both on the primary ribs and in the interspaces. Closely spaced concen-

trie lamellae form minute scales as they cross the ribs (see Rowland,

1936; Gardner, 1943).

The species decemnarius is placed in Placopecten because of the

similarity to ^ virginiana. Mansfield (1936) noted a similarity in the

distribution of the two. Generally, where you find (?)P. decemnarius you

find ^ virginiana. This is true for samples examined during this study.
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There is no living species that closely resembles (?)P, decemnarius.

The small umbonal angle (less than 100°) and elongated anterior auricle

of juveniles and adults indicates that it was a byssally attached form.

The ribs and concentric lamellae probably served to strengthen the shell

against breakage, indicating life in moderate energy nearshore or shallow

shelf environments.

(?)P. decemnarius is found in samples 06-2, 07-1, 07-2, 07-3, 08-2,

09-4, and 09-2. In sample 06-2 it comprises 18% of the bivalve fauna;

in 07-1, 57o of the fauna; in 09-4, 87» of the fauna.

Placopecten virginiana (Conrad)
Pecten virginiana CONRAD, 1840. Fossils of the Medial Tertiary of the

United States, p. 46, pi. 21, fig. 10.

Placopecten virginiana is an extinct species found rarely in the

Yorktown Formation (Campbell et al., 1975). It is similar to the extant

species _P^ magellanicus; however ^ virginiana is more biconvex.

Placopecten magellanicus ranges from boreal to temperate waters (Morris,

1975). It prefers a firm sand or gravel bottom but also occurs on sand-

mud bottoms. In the northern part of its range magellanicus lives just

below the intertidal zone, but in the southern part it lives at depths

from 55 to 110 m (Bourne, 1964). Between Oregon Inlet and Cape Hatteras

it lives in 54 to 120 m of water (Porter, 1974). Placopecten magellanicus

occurs as deep as 150 m off Cape Hatteras (Merrill, 1959).

The swimming habit of ^ magellanicus is well documented (Bourne,

1964; Stanley, 1970; Gould, 1971). However, the young (smaller than 7

to 8 cm) secrete a byssus which can be readily released.

Small valves of P. virginiana possess an elongated anterior auricle

and an umbonal angle of less than 100°. In adult specimens the auricle

is more symmetrical (caused by shell overgrowth of the notch during
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ontogeny) and the umbonal angle is greater than 100°. The factors pre-

viously discussed coupled with the very thin, translucent, biconvex valves

indicate a life habit for ^ virginiana very similar to that of

magellanicus (an attached juvenile and a free swimming adult). A large

umbonal angle increases the shell dimension perpendicular to movement

direction, thus increasing the lift-drag ratio. Conversely, a small

umbonal angle places the shell margin and anterior auricle in contact

with the surface on either side of the byssus to prevent overturning

(Stanley, 1970).

Placopecten virginiana is found in samples 06-2, 07-1, 07-2, 07-3,

08-1, and 08-2.

PLANICARDIUM Olsson, 1967

(?)Planicardium acutilaqueatum (Conrad)
Cardium acutilaqueatum CONRAD, 1839. Fossils of the Medial Tertiary of

the United States, back cover of No. 1.

(?)Planicardium acutilaqueatum is an extinct species found in the

Yorktown and Duplin Formations (Campbell et ^., 1975). The specific

designation is reliable but the generic designation is questionable.

Planicardium is used here after Campbell ^ (1975). This species was

placed in the genus Cerastoderma by Gardner (1943) who discussed the

phylogenetic relations of "Cerastoderma" laqueatum of the St. Marys For-

mation, ^ acutilaqueatum, and the extant species Dinocardium robustum.

The generic assignment of these three species requires further study.

Dinocardium robustum occurs in warm temperate to tropical waters

(Morris, 1975). In southwest Florida it is replaced by the more elongate

subspecies ^ robustum vanhyningi (Abbott, 1954). Stanley (1970) found

that this subspecies inhabits clean shifting sands offshore from sandy

beaches. Kirby-Smith and Gray (1973) list D^ robustum as occurring on
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sand flats in the Newport River Estuary. However, this species was not

reported in that area by Bird (1970). Moore (1960) noted robustum

conmonly off barrier islands and around inlets but not extending into the

Mississippi Sound. It is reported in Bogue Sound and offshore from

Oregon Inlet to Beaufort Inlet in 3 to 14 m of water (Porter, 1974). I

have seen an abundance of Dj_ robustum valves on the beach along Emerald

Island and have noted live specimens on shallow sand bars exposed at low

tide around Bogue Inlet.

Stanley (1970) describes robustum vanhyningi as a rapid shallow

borrower that is capable of leaping several centimeters. The burrowing

is aided by the thin shell, pronounced radial ribs, and absence of any

spines. The serrated ventral margin saws efficiently into the sand.

Stanley found ^ robustum to be a quicker, more efficient borrower than

the smooth shelled Laevicardium laevigatum.

(?)Planlcardium acutilaqueatum is found in samples 01-1, 03-2, 05-1,

09-4, 09-1, and 10-3. It occurs in outcrop in horizons that are strat-

igraphically equivalent to 07-1 and 07-2.

(?)Planicardium virginianum (Conrad)
Cardium virginianum CONRAD, 1839. Fossils of the Medial Tertiary of the

United States, back cover of No. 1.

(?)Planicardium virginianum is an extinct species that occurs in the

Yorktown Formation (Campbell et al., 1975). There is no species living

along the present western Atlantic Coast that resembles it. Several shell

features indicate that it was an efficient burrower. These features include

the rhomboidal outline, thin compressed valves, broad and low radial ribs,

serrated ventral margin, straight anterior, and produced but rounded

posterior ends. (?)Planicardium virginianum would have been able to easily

penetrate a sand substrate. It occurs in samples 07-2, 07-3, 09-4, and
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10-3. Even fragments of the valves are distinct enough to permit iden-

tification of this species.

PLEIORYTIS Conrad, 1862

Pleiorytis centenaria (Conrad)
Petricola centenaria CONRAD, 1833. Amer. Jour. Sci., v. 23, p. 341.

(=Asaphis centenaria)

Pleiorytis centenaria is an extinct species found in the Calvert,

Choptank, Yorktown, Duplin, and Waccamaw Formations (Glenn, 1904; Campbell

et al., 1975). Pleiorytis deflorate (Linne) is the most similar modern

species. Pleiorytis deflorate lives in tropical and marginal subtropical

waters (Morris, 1975). It occurs in sandy substrates of the intertidal

zone (Stanley, 1970). Experimental observations by Stanley (1970) showed

that ^ deflorate will limit its burial depth to stay in a sand substrate.

Pleiorytis centenaria is found in samples 01-1, NTOl-1, and 11-1.

It occurs in outcrop in horizons that are stratigraphically equal to

sample 09-2.

PLEURCMERIS Conrad, 1867

Pleuromeris tridentata (Say)
Cardita tridentata SAY, 1826. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, v. 5,

1st ser., p. 216.

This species ranges from Yorktown to Recent sediments (Campbell ^ ^l. ,

1975). Modern representatives live in subtropical and tropical waters

(Morris, 1975). This species has been placed in several different genera,

including Venericardia and Cardita. P. tridentata has been reported off

Cape Lookout in 10 to 120 m of water (Day e¿ ^. , 1971), from Cape Hatteras

to Cape Fear in 18 to 116 m of water (Porter, 1974), and outside the Newport

River Estuary in 1 to 13 m of water (Bird, 1970). ^ tridentata also occurs

in 5 to 13 m of water along the west coast of Florida (Perry and Schwengel,

1955).
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The small, thick, rounded shell indicates a shallow borrower

living in a shifting sandy substrate (Stanley, 1970). Pleuromeris

tridentata is found in samples 09-2, 09-1, 11-1, and 11-2.

PLICATOLA Lamarck, 1801

Plicatula marginata Say
Plicatula marginata SAY, 1824. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, v. 4,

1st ser., p. 135, pi. 9, fig. 4.

Plicatula marginata is an extinct species that is present in the

Yorktown, Duplin, and Waccamaw Formations (Campbell ¿1 •j 1975). It is

morphologically similar to the extant species ^ gibbosa, which occurs in

subtropical and tropical waters (Morris, 1975). Plicatula gibbosa is an

epifaunal bivalve that attaches to hard surfaces present on the substrate.

It is common in the intertidal zone but it also occurs on the open shelf.

It has been reported north of Cape Lookout in 31 to 36 m of water (Wells

et al., 1964), north of Cape Fear in 40 to 65 m of water (Menzies e_t al. ,

1966), in the Newport River Estuary and the adjacent shelf in 3 to 12 m

of water (Bird, 1970), and south-southeast of Cape Hatteras to Cape

Fear in 23 to 140 m of water (Porter, 1974). It is abundant on deep

calcareous banks in the Gulf of Mexico (Dubar and Howard, 1963).

The zig-zag commissure of ^ gibbosa and ^ marginata probably serves

to keep out large particles, as in some brachiopods (Stanley, 1970).

Perry and Schwengel (1955) reported Gastrochaena borings in valves of

Plicatula, also Rupellaria typica occur in the Gastrochaena borings.

Plicatula marginata is found in samples 01-2, 05-1, 07-2, 07-3, 08-1,

08-2, 09-5, 09-4, 09-2, 09-1, 10-3, 11-1, and 11-2. In sample 09-1 it

comprises 25% of the bivalve fauna; in sample 11-1, 5% of the fauna; and

in sample 11-2, 87» of the bivalve fauna.
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PTEROMERIS Conrad, 1862

Pteromeris perplana (Conrad)
Cardita perplana CONRAD, 1841. Am. Jour. Sci., v. 41, 1st ser., p. 347,

pi. 2, fig. 16.

Pteromeris perplana abbreviata (Conrad)
Astarte abbreviata CONRAD, 1841. Am. Jour. Sci., v. 41, 1st ser., p. 347,

pi. 2, fig. 17.

Both ^ perplana and ^ perplana abbreviata are extant species

(Campbell ^ al., 1975). The distinction between the two is summarized

by Gardner (1943). P. perplana occurs in subtropical and tropical water

(Morris, 1975). It is reported north of Cape Fear in 40 to 110 m of

water (Menzies e¿ al., 1966) and from Cape Hatteras south to Cape Fear

in 26 to 116 m of water (Porter, 1974).

These small, thick shelled bivalves have heavy radial costae, which

suggests that they are slow, shallow borrowers inhabiting fine shifting

sands.

Pteromeris perplana is found in sample 11-2, and ^ perplana abbre-

viata is found in samples 07-3 and 11-1.

RUPELLARIA Fleuriau, 1802

Rupellaria pectrosa (Conrad)
Saxicava pectrosa CONRAD, 1834. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia,

V. 7, 1st ser., p. 132.

Rupellaria pectrosa is an extinct species found in the Yorktown

Formation (Campbell al^., 1975). R. typica (Jonas), the most closely

related extant species, is found in subtropical and tropical waters

(Morris, 1975). It is a mechanical borer that typically attacks coral

or large shell debris. It is reported in North Carolina by Wells (1961)

in 1 m of water in the area around Cape Lookout, and by Porter and Tyler

(1971) as a common offshore species. It also occurs to depths as great as

36 m (Porter, 1974).
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Rupellaria pectrosa was found only in sample 02-1.

SEMBLE Schumacher, 1817

Semele subovata (Say)
Amphidesma subovata SAY, 1824. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, v. 4,

1st ser., p. 152, pi. 10, fig. 10.

Semele subovata is an extinct species that ranges from the Calvert

to the Waccamaw Formation (Glenn, 1904; Campbell ¿1., 1975). This

genus has been widely studied (see Boss, 1972) and many species have been

described from the western Atlantic. The best known species is S_^ proficua

(Pulteney), which occurs in subtropical to tropical waters (Morris, 1975).

Stanley (1970) observed that ^ proficua inhabits shallow water grass flats

and prefers sand or sandy mud substrates. Semele proficua is a rapid

burrower that lies on its left side about 15° from horizontal with the

siphonal region upward. This deposit feeder was found in the upper sounds

of the Mississippi Delta area by Parker (1956). Porter (1974) reported

S. proficua in Bogue Sound and from Bogue Banks to Cape Fear.

Semele subovata is larger, more elongate, and has heavier concentric

ornamentation than any extant western Atlantic species. This suggests

that ^ subovata was a slower, shallower burrower than its present day

descendants. Semele bellastriata Conrad, an extant species with strong

cancellate ornamentation, is reported from Cape Hatteras to Cape Fear in

11 to 90 m of water (Boss, 1972).

Semele subovata occurs in samples 01-1, 06-2, 07-1, 07-2, 07-3,

08-1, 08-2, 09-5, 09-4, 10-2, 11-1, and 11-2. Only in 09-4 does it

constitute more than 57» of the bivalve fauna.

SPISULA Gray, 1837

Spisula delumbis (Conrad)
Mactra delumbis CONRAD, 1832. Fossil shells of the Tertiary, p. 26, pi. 11.
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Spísula delumbis is an extinct species that ranges from the Calvert

to the Yorktown Formation (Glenn, 1904; Campbell et^ al.. , 1975). In the

western Atlantic Spisula solidissima (a large shell, 18 cm) occurs from

boreal waters southward to South Carolina (Morris, 1975). Spisula

similis (=S. raveneli) (a small shell, 10 cm) occurs from Cape Cod south-

ward to tropical waters. At South Carolina the numbers of ^ similis

increase as S_^ solidissima decreases (Morris, 1975). solidissima

inhabits medium and coarse shifting sand along beaches, below mean low

tide or in tidal channels (Stanley, 1970). It is reported commonly

offshore to depths of 15 m and in the Newport River Estuary in tidal

channels and around sand flat areas (Bird, 1970, Kirby-Smith and Gray,

1973). In Fishers Island Sound ^ solidissima is found in coarse and very

coarse sand in areas of severe tidal surge and low faunal diversity

(Franz, 1976). It was noted south of Cape Hatteras in 40 m of water

(Menzies e¿ ^. , 1966).

The triangular antero-ventral margin, rounded posterior margin, and

smooth exterior of ^ delumbis indicate a shallow, rapid burrower with

short siphons. This life habit is similar to that of S_ç^ solidissima

(Stanley, 1970). Spisula is unusually thin shelled for its preferred

environment. However, in a coarse shifting substrate rapid burrowing is

important and thin shells are important to a bivalve as large as Spisula

(Stanley, 1970).

Spisula delumbis is found only in sample 04-1. In outcrop it occurs

in sediments stratigraphically equivalent to 07-1 and 08-2. A fragment

identified as Spisula sp. occurs in sample 05-1.

Spisula modicella (Conrad)
Mactra modicella CONRAD, 1833. Am. Jour. Sci., v. 23, 1st ser., p. 340.
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Spisula modicella, an extinct species found in the Yorktown and

Duplin Formations (Campbell et , 1975), is small (10 cm), like the

extant ^ raveneli (=S. similis)♦ Spisula raveneli is thought to be

the southern equivalent of S. solidissima (Porter, 1974). It occurs

south of Beaufort Inlet to Southport, North Carolina in 18 to 30 m of

water; it also is reported in Bogue and Back Sounds (Porter, 1974).

Spisula raveneli is also found on the shallow shelf in 1 to 24 m of

water in the Gulf of Mexico (Parker, 1956; Moore, 1960).

A morphology similar to but smaller than ^ delumbis suggests

similar life habits. Shallow burrowing in coarse shifting sands is

consistent with the life habits of other members of the genus.

Spisula modicella is found in samples 09-5, 11-1, and 11-2. In

sample 11-1 it constitutes 57» of the bivalve fauna.

STRIARCA Conrad, 1862

Striarca centenaria (Say)
Area centenaria SAY, 1824. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, v. 4,

1st ser., p. 138, pi. 10, fig. 2.

This extinct arcid species is similar in many respects to some species

of the genus Barbatia. There are no known members of the genus Striarca

living in the North Carolina area today. Stratigraphically, S_j_ centenaria

occurs in the Calvert, Choptank, Yorktown and Duplin Formations (Glenn,

1904; Campbell £t , 1975).

The genus Barbatia lives among branches of corals and between rocks

below the low tide mark (Stanley, 1970). Morphologically, S. centenaria

is similar to B^ teñera, an extant species occurring in tropical waters

(Morris, 1975). On the west coast of Florida it occurs in 4 m of water

(Perry and Schwengel, 1955).
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Barbatía is an epifaunal form that attaches by a weak byssus to hard

objects. Like other arcids, it lives in unstable environments. Their

exposed life habits require recovery strategy. The large muscular foot

of Barbatia and Striarca is adapted for recovery by possessing a longi-

tudinal groove which acts as an anchor during burrowing or forms a sole

on a flat surface during crawling after being dislodged (Thomas, 1978).

Striarca centenaria is found in a spatially limited group of samples,

07-1, 07-2, 07-3, and 08-1. None of these samples contain rocks or large

pieces of coral. All ontogenetic stages were recovered.

TELLINA Linne, 1758

Tellina declivis Conrad
Tellina declivis CONRAD, 1834. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, v. 7,

1st ser., p. 131.

Tellina dupliniana Dali
Tellina dupliniana DALL, 1900. Wagner Free Inst. Sci. Trans., v. 3, pt. 5,

p. 1032, pi. 46, fig. 17.

These two extinct species are similar morphologically and have similar

stratigraphic ranges. There are differences in size, location and length

of the posterior lateral tooth, and in the degree of posterior flexure.

Both species range from the Calvert to the Waccamaw Formation (Glenn, 1904;

Campbell e^ JlI* » 1975). The tellinids are inequivalve, infaunal deposit

feeders which utilize their bent posterior margin for increased siphon

mobility during feeding (Stanley, 1970).

Boss (1966, 1968) lists 52 species of Tellina in the western

Atlantic. Of these, one is boreal, 16 are temperate to subtropical, and

the rest are subtropical to tropical. Porter (1974) lists 19 species that

live off North Carolina. Stanley (1970) discusses seven species in detail.
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and all occur in fine sand to muddy sand substrates in protected shallow

subtidal environments. Tellina alternate is common from the midreaches

of the Newport River Estuary through the mouth and into the open ocean

around the estuary mouth in water depths of 3 to 12 m (Bird, 1970).

Tellina alternate is also reported from Cape Lookout to Cape Fear and in

Bogue and Core Sounds in 3 to 19 m of water (Porter, 1974). Tellinids

prefer substrates with a lower silt-clay fraction than those inhabited

by other deposit feeders. Franz (1976) observed that the percentage of

T. agilis in Long Island Sound increased with increasing grain size, with

a maximum percentage associated with fine to medium sand. A similar rela-

tionship was noted by Sanders (1958) in Buzzards Bay. Tellina agilis is

reported from Southport, Calico Creek, and Bogue Sound in 0 to 6 m of

water (Porter, 1974), in the Neuse River (Porter, 1969), and off Cape

Lookout in 2.5 to 120 m of water (Day et ¿1., 1971).

Tellinaceans have a life position with the left valve downward and

the long axis oriented within 30° of horizontal. The blade-like shape

enables rapid burrowing in sandy sediments. Tellina declivis and ^

dupliniana are morphologically similar to ^ agilis, and their life habits

were probably similar.

Tellina declivis is found in samples 05-1, 07-1, 07-2, 07-3, 08-1,

08-2, 09-5, 09-4, 11-1, and 11-2. Tellina dupliniana is found in samples

04-1, 04-2, 05-1, 07-2, 07-3, 08-1, 08-2, 09-5, and 11-1. Tellina declivis

comprises 5-10% of the bivalve fauna in samples 07-1, 07-2, and 08-1. The

thin shells are generally well preserved, occasionally bored, and are free

of epifaunal encrusters.
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THRACIA Sowerby, 1823

Thracia conradi Couthouy
Thracia conradi COUTHOUY, 1839. Boston Jour. Nat. History, v. 2, p. 153,

pi. 4, fig. 2.

Thracia conradi, an extant species found in the Calvert Formation

(Glenn, 1904) and the Yorktown Formation (Campbell £t al., 1975), thrives

in boreal waters today (Morris, 1975). It is known to occur from just

offshore to depths of 270 m (Abbott, 1954). The large, very thin shell

would be unsuitable for existence in turbulent water. The significance

of the inequivalved condition is not known.

Thracia conradi is found in samples NTOl-1, 07-3, 08-2, and 11-1.

Thracia transversa Lea
Thracia transversa LEA, 1846. Am. Philos. Soc. Trans., v. 9, new series,

p. 237, pi. 34, fig. 11.

Thracia transversa is an extinct species found in the Yorktown,

Duplin, and Waccamaw Formations (Campbell et aT., 1975). Typically, the

genus Thracia inhabits cold water and lives in water deeper than 20 m.

The thin edentulous valves would be unsuited for shallow turbulent water.

Thracia transversa is found in samples 07-3, 09-5, and 11-1.

Unknown No. 1

These valves appear to be juvenile forms of a deep borrower like

Panopea. The largest single valve is 12 mm long and 6 mm wide. The shell

is elongate, truncate posteriorly, and rounded anteriorly. The external

surface has concentric growth lines. The hinge has a single short, thick

tooth that is similar to the hingement of Panopea.

Unknown No. 1 is encountered in samples 07-1, 07-2, and 07-3.

YOLDIA Moller, 1842

Yoldia laevis (Say)
Nucula laevis SAY, 1824. Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, v. 4,

p. 141, pi. 10, fig. 5.
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This extinct species has a closely related extant species, Yoldia

limatula (Say), with ecological tolerances that are well known. Yoldia

limatula lives in arctic to boreal waters (Abbott, 1954). Of seven species

listed by Porter (1974), none occur south of Cape Hatteras. It prefers

muddy substrates and quiet, sheltered subtidal settings (Stanley, 1970).

The substrate requirements have been documented by authors in several

areas. Sanders (1956) found limatula to be restricted to sediments

with 40% silt-clay content in Long Island Sound. Sanders (1958) also

noted Y_¡_ limatula associated with the Nephthys incisa-Nucula próxima soft-

bottom community in Buzzards Bay, although its relative abundance was less

than in Long Island Sound. In northwestern Buzzards Bay the distribution

is correlated to the abundance of clay and organic detritus, rather than

to a direct negative response to wave currents (Driscoll and Brandon,

1973). In Quisset Harbor, Massachuesetts limatula is most abundant

in the Channel Community in 3 to 4.5 m of water on a substrate of 50%

or more silt-clay (Levinton and Bambach, 1975). Yoldia limatula occurs

from Oregon Inlet to Cape Hatteras in 23 m of water (Porter, 1974).

Yoldia limatula is an exceedingly rapid burrower that moves

laterally through the sediment while feeding (Stanley, 1970). This

deposit-feeding protobranch feeds with palp proboscises and a pumping

effect created by the ctenida (Stasek, 1965). It burrows with a rocking

motion (up to 30°), which is unusual for an elongate bivalve (Stanley,

1970).

In this study laevis is found in samples 01-2, 02-1, 02-2, 03-1,

03-2, 04-1, 04-2, 05-1, 05-5, 05-7, 07-1, 07-3, 08-1, 10-3, and 11-1.

Nowhere does it make up more than 5% of the bivalve fauna.
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Appendix A

Sedimentólogical Data

Wt. % Wt. % Wt. % Wt. % Wt. %
Gravel Csc sand Med sand Fine sand Silt-clay Mz (7T

01-1 34.5 4.5 2.1 17.7 39.8 -1.28 2.77

01-2 20.2 3.6 2.9 27.7 34.2 1.78 1.39

02-1 0. 7 6.2 7.9 41.5 43.6 2.40 0.99

02-2 0.1 3.5 6.4 38.6 51.4 2.56 0.86

NTOl-1 12.9 5.6 7.0 40.9 33.5 0.73 2.58

NTOl-2 1.8 4.4 7.0 33.9 61.1 2.33 1.16

03-1 0.2 4.2 13.5 49.9 31.8 2.48 0.80

03-2 0.3 7.0 13.1 61.2 17.8 2.38 0.79

04-1 0.3 1.5 7.6 68.6 21.6 2.66 0.46

04-2 2.1 0.8 8.7 57.3 30.7 2.58 0.56

05-1 0.1 5.3 23.3 38.3 33.1 2.03 0.70

05-2 0.0 0.6 10.1 50.3 38. 7 2.40 0.47

05-3 0.0 0.1 0.6 2.2 97.3 2.40 0.64

05-4 0.0 1.9 11.3 47.8 38.9 2.35 0.57

05-5 0.1 1.8 5.9 28.9 63.3 2.36 0.61

05-6 0.0 0.1 1.6 5.2 93.0 2.38 0.58

05-7 0.0 5.9 24.9 47. 8 21.1 2.36 0.59

05-8 0.0 2.6 28.9 50.1 18.1 2.05 0.52

06-2 0.1 3.9 12.5 74.2 9.1 2.40 0.51

07-1 0.9 2. 8 11.6 66.5 17.6 2.37 0.54

07-2 1.5 4.2 8.0 73.3 12.8 2.40 0.58

07-3 0.1 4.6 10.0 74.8 10.3 2.40 0.55
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Wt. %
Gravel

Wt. %
Csc sand

Wt. %
Med sand

Wt. %
Fine sand

Wt. %

Silt-clay Mz G±

08-1 0.5 2.4 10.4 74.0 8.6 2.23 0.62

08-2 0.3 3.2 8.7 73.4 14.4 2.50 0.54

09-5 0.1 7.3 15.4 63. 8 13.1 2.22 0.72

09-4 0.2 5.5 14.5 60.4 18.0 2.37 0.72

09-3 1.8 6.7 21.5 57.1 12.3 2.12 0.74

09-2 7.7 9.7 25.4 43. 7 13.3 1.70 0.96

09-1 0.8 20.5 35.7 15.6 26.1 1.37 0.86

10-1 2.8 12.0 20. 7 50. 8 13.2 2.00 1.07

10-2 2.3 4.2 14.0 58. 8 20.6 2.25 0.67

10-3 15.9 10.8 23.0 26.7 23.2 1.40 1.09

11-1 0.5 12.5 35.5 36.9 14.0 1.80 0.74

11-2 0.2 14.5 41.2 30.7 12.5 1.67 0.71



Appendix B
Sample Localities

01 - 0.8 km downstream from N. C. 97 bridge at Rocky Mount, outcrop is on
the south bank and is accessible by boat only.

02 - 0.05 km downstream from SR1400 bridge at Hollomans Grocery store,
outcrop is on the north bank and is accessible by boat only.

NTOl - outcrop is on the SE side of the Nello Teer Stone Quarry on NC 97
east of Rocky Mount.

03 - 0.5 km upstream from SR 1243 bridge parallel to the third telephone
pole SE of the junction of NC 97 and SR 1406, outcrop is on the north
bank of the river and is accessible by land or from a boat.

04 - 2.1 km downstream from SR 1243 bridge, outcrop is on the south bank
of the river and is accessible by boat only.

05 - 0.8 km downstream from Bucks Swamp Creek or 0.3 km north of US 64,
1.6 km E of junction of US 64 and SR 1226, outcrop is on the south bank
and is accessible by boat only.

06 - 0.6 km upstream from locality 07, outcrop is on the south bank of
the river and is accessible by boat only.

07 - 0.3 km W of NC 44, 0.2 km north of junction of NC 44 and SR 1515,
down a farm road to a boat landing, outcrop is on the north bank just
downstream from the boat landing; accessibly by land or by boat.

08 - 2.4 km upstream from NC 44 bridge, directly behind the Black and
Decker plant on US 64 at Tarboro, outcrop is on the south bank and is
accessible by land or by boat.

09 - 0.1 km upstream from NC 44 bridge, directly behind the last house on
Brandon Avenue at Tarboro, outcrop is on the south bank and is accessible
by land or by boat.

10 - 4.0 km upstream from US 64 bridge at downtown Tarboro or just north
of the junction of US 258 and SR 1523 east of Tarboro, outcrop is on
the south bank and is accessible by land or by boat, (locally known
as Shiloh Mill).

11 - 0.4 km SE of the junction of NC 42 and SR 1601 at Old Sparta to
first drainage ditch, where ditch leaves field and enters woods;
outcrop is in ditch just inside woods.
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Appendix C Species Range Chart
Figures represent the relative percentage of
each species in each sample

indicates a non-statistical occurrence


